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MUSLIM MINORITIES IN THE WEST: BETWEEN 
FIQH OF MINORITIES AND INTEGRATION 
by Dina Taha 
Abstract 
Fiqh of minorities is a specific framework/perspective of the general Fiqh that looks with one eye at the objectives and 
principles of Sharî‘a, and the other eye to consider the reality of Muslim minorities in cases that will, usually, only 
arise in the situation where Muslims constitute a minority. Fiqh of minority is, arguably, based on the premises that 
Muslim existence in non-Muslim communities, should promote a civilizational dialogue between the Islamic culture 
and other cultures. This paper argues that Fiqh of minorities’ scholars attempt to provide legal opinions and solutions 
for Muslim minorities in the West in order for them to fulfill their role as both good Muslims and good citizens, i.e. 
positive integration as they define it. The paper asks whether the cultural background of the scholar–Western/non-
Western–impacts the nature of these solutions. The paper argues that Fiqh of minorities can provide two types of 
solutions a long-term one, for a permanent Muslim presence in the West, and a short-term–exceptional–one, for a 
temporary presence. The first suggests that we are dealing with full citizens and members of the society who happen 
to be Muslims in religion, while the second assumes that Muslims’ natural and ultimate residence is in a Muslim 
majority country. Both types of solutions are reflected on the nature of the compromise Fiqh of minorities’ scholars, 
who in turn are affected by their own cultural backgrounds, provide to solve “the good Muslim, Good citizen 
equation”–i.e. whether they are perceived as “Western Muslims" or “a Muslim minority in the West". 
 
 
I. Introduction 
What does a Muslim do when he or she has to follow the secular rules of a non-Muslim 
country that contradict his or her obligations to Sharî‘a? When is a Muslim marriage legitimate? 
How does divorce take place? What governs child custody? What happens when a woman 
converts to Islam but her husband does not? Immigrant Muslims face similar and many other 
issues while trying to live as both responsible citizens and committed Muslims. The most 
crucial issue, however, has to do with the validity and permissibility of Muslims, especially 
immigrants, residing in a non-Muslim community and whether it is acceptable in Islamic 
Sharî‘a, and if so then under which conditions. Even more, what about obtaining the nationality 
of an “infidel” country and thus obtaining the right to vote as well as political participation in a 
non-Muslim regime. This entails the duty of obligatory army recruitment which is usually not 
a problem unless there is a confrontation with another Muslim country.  
The increasing Muslim presence in non-Muslim countries, made a group of Muslim scholars 
reach the conclusion that innovation and compromise are key concepts for Muslims trying to 
live Islamic lives in the context of a Judeo-Christian country. Hence they introduced the Islamic 
jurisprudence of Muslim minorities [hereinafter Fiqh of minorities]. Fiqh of minorities is based 
on the premise that Muslim existence in non-Muslim communities, promotes dialogue among 
civilizations between the Islamic culture and other cultures. That is not to say that Fiqh of 
minorities is a “new” Fiqh; rather it is a specific framework/perspective of the general Fiqh that 
looks at the objectives and principles of Sharî‘a, relative to the reality of Muslim minorities in 
cases that usually only arise in situations where Muslims constitute a minority. Fiqh of 
minorities’ have been subjected to significant criticism, however, its advocates state that the 
purpose of this Fiqh is not to recreate Islam, Sharî‘a, or even Fiqh; rather it is a specialized 
 
 MA in International Human Rights Law, The American University in Cairo (AUC). 
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modernist perspective of the general Fiqh that governs how a jurist might work within the 
flexibility of the religion to best apply it to a set of particular circumstances.1  
Although the early scholars did not recognize this Fiqh, in terms of its title, due to the absence 
of such phenomenon in the past, it does not mean its principles and objectives have not always 
been there. However, what modern scholars attempted to do is to reorganize and rearticulate 
these principles and objectives based on a special philosophical perspective that thoroughly 
considers the Western modern context where Muslims minorities live, as well as valuing the 
importance of the existence and coexistence in non-Muslim countries. Hence, Fiqh of minorities 
turns into a tool in the hands of the scholars and Muftîs to respond to these special conditions 
in a way that reflects the fundamental principles of Sharî‘a: protection of one’s faith and 
identity through preserving Maslaha or public interest. 
This paper argues that Fiqh of minorities’ scholars attempt to provide legal opinions and 
solutions for Muslim minorities in the West in order for them to fulfill their role as both good 
Muslims and good citizens, i.e. positive integration as they define it. The paper asks whether 
the cultural background of the scholar–Western/non-Western–impacts the nature of these 
solutions. The paper argues that Fiqh of minorities can provide two types of solutions a long-
term one, for a permanent Muslim presence in the West, and a Short-term–exceptional–one, for 
a temporary presence. The first suggests that we are dealing with full citizens and members of 
the society who happen to be Muslims in religion, while the second assumes that Muslims’ 
natural and ultimate residence is in a Muslim majority country. Both types of solutions are 
reflected on the nature of the compromise Fiqh of minorities’ scholars, who in turn are affected 
by their own cultural backgrounds, provide to solve “the good Muslim, Good citizen 
equation”–i.e. whether they are perceived as “Western Muslims" or “a Muslim minority in the 
West". 
This study focuses on the “immigrant” element within the Muslim minority in particular. It 
specifically focuses on the application of Fiqh of minorities in the West. The reason for that goes 
back to considerable attention Muslim scholars have paid to these regions and the relation 
between Islam and the West. Although the latter raises more questions than offering answers, 
it lies outside of the scope of this study. The study is concerned with the specific relation 
between Fiqh of minorities and the phenomenon of the integration of such minorities. It asks 
the question of whether the latter Fiqh actually takes into account the conditions under which 
Muslim minorities live. Such issues are highly essential for both: Islamic faith and identity, and 
thus affect the minority’s integration process in the society. The paper proposes that Fiqh of 
minorities introduces a new paradigm using the notion of Umma, and its related concepts, to 
establish religious basis and justifications for Muslims’ positive integration in their society. 
Such paradigm does not only reflect the commitment to the Umma message, but also signifies 
the importance of all individuals practicing their own rights and fulfilling their own duties. 
The paper accordingly examines the impact of the context from which Fiqh of minorities’ 
advocates’ come–Western, non-Western, hybrid and so forth–on the final outcome of the legal 
opinion adopted. It highlights certain trends of thought in looking to an issue facing Muslim 
minorities.  
Chapter one starts by asking the question of whether the immigration to a non-Muslim country 
is permissible in the first place. It then moves to over viewing the methodological and 
contextual reasons that encouraged advocates of Fiqh of minorities to introduce it. Chapter two 
is dedicated to Fiqh of minorities’ theory which proposes a unique interpretation of Sharî‘a in 
an attempt to allow it to fulfill its purpose in the lives of Muslim minorities who are exposed to 
unique circumstances. Chapter three centers on how Fiqh of minorities theorizes for the 
 
1 See, Nash’at Fiqh al-aqalliyyât wa Ilaqatoh Bisa’ir Furu’ al-Fiqh, available at: 
http://www.islamweb.net/verdict/index.php?page=showverdict&Option=VerdictId&Id=72660 (last visited Mar. 23, 2012) 
[translated in the origin of Fiqh or minorities and its relationship to other branches of Fiqh]. 
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Muslim presence in a way that enables fulfilling the “Umma message” through responding to 
and embracing modern concepts like citizenship and secularism, which pose restrictions and 
are rarely convinced with divine laws. It also exposes to different scholars’ perspectives 
regarding the nature of the relation between Fiqh of minorities on one side, and the Muslim 
identity, integration and loyalty on the other. The final chapter tries to apply the previous 
theory and aspirations of Fiqh of minorities’ advocates, specifically, regarding the role this Fiqh 
can play in the process of integration. The focus will be on two case studies: interest-based 
Mortgage and Islâm al-zawja. The study concludes by evaluating the status and role of Fiqh of 
minorities in its relation with integration through identifying the discrepancies among 
different scholars in perceiving such relation. 
 
II. Muslim minorities’ need for a special Fiqh  
Fiqh Al-Aqalliyyat or the jurisprudence of Muslim minorities [hereinafter Fiqh of minorities], is a 
legal doctrine introduced in the 1990s. This doctrine asserts that Muslim minorities, especially 
those residing in the West, “deserve a special new legal discipline to address their unique 
religious needs, which differ from those of Muslims residing in Islamic countries.” 2 In this 
chapter, we will start with an overview of both the classical and modern scholars’ views and 
discrepancies on the position of Sharî‘a regarding residency in a non-Muslim country. The 
latter will explore the methodological and practical reasons that encouraged advocates of Fiqh 
of minorities to introduce it. The chapter will then highlight several examples of the main 
jurisprudential issues and concerns that arise in the context of a Muslim minority living in a 
non-Muslim-ruled society. The chapter concludes by pointing out the main criticism the new 
discipline has received. 
 
1. Arguments for and against Hijra to non-Muslim countries 
Muslims, by virtue of their commitment to Islam, are expected to follow its moral imperatives 
as manifested in Sharî‘a.3 Scholars, whether classical or modern, for or against Fiqh of 
minorities, seek evidence from Sharî‘a to support their arguments. The mainstream traditional 
Fiqh tends to favor the opinion that while Muslims generally should not reside in non-Muslim 
ruled territories, it is allowed in certain cases, for instance: their inability to migrate to Muslim 
territories; the objective of restoring Muslim rule like in Sicily; or to spread the message of 
Islam.4 The term Hijra or immigration has been interpreted by classical Islamic scholars in 
different ways. Some went to favor that the only reason justifying Hijra as an obligation is to 
strengthen the Muslim community in its early days and in similar situations. Other scholars 
were more elaborate, such as Ibn al-‘arabî, who defined six situations resulting in Hijra. Three of 
these situations involve compulsory Hijra like in the case of Injustice or lawlessness; the 
remaining three involve recommended Hijra which includes “physical persecution, disease or 
financial insecurity.”5 A third group of scholars showed more tolerance towards the idea of 
residency in  non-Muslim countries and emphasized that if Muslims were able to practice their 
religion then it is considered within Dâr al-islâm as long as this country does not revert into Dâr 
al-harb.6 
Thus, modern Islamic scholars mostly agree with what the classical scholars have to say 
regarding the conditions under which a Muslim gains permission to migrate. Nevertheless, 
 
2 SHAMMAI FISHMAN, Fiqh al-Aqalliyyat: A Legal Theory for Muslim Minorities –Center on Islam, Democracy and the future of 
the Muslim world, Series No. 1, Paper No. 2, October 2006, at 5. 
3 HISHAM A. HELLYER, Minorities, Muslims and Sharî‘a: Some Reflections on Islamic Law and Muslims without Political Power, 18 
Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations Muslim 85, 89 (2007). 
4 Id. at 88. 
5 Id. at 89. 
6 Id. 
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scholars advocating Fiqh of minorities like Qaradâwî, add a modern dimension to their opinion 
by stating that currently many non-Muslim countries provide a liberal atmosphere in which 
freedom of choice, expression and practice are guaranteed. These countries like in Europe and 
North America, more or less, take a neutral position against religion. Qaradâwî, hence, finds it 
permissible for Muslims to migrate to such countries provided two conditions are met. The 
occurrence of a legitimate objective like searching for a job and making a living, and that such 
residency will not harm one’s faith and practice of religion.7 
Fiqh of minorities’ scholars have taken a further step towards justifying the Muslims residency 
in a non-Muslim country in general and in the West in particular. They cite the Emigration to 
Abyssinia–now Ethiopia–during the early days of Islam, when a group of Muslims took refuge 
there to preserve their faith.8 They respond to criticism, that such incidents took place when 
Muslims were in a weak stage, by confirming that some Muslims preferred to stay there even 
after Prophet Muhammad’s Hijra to Madina and the establishment of the state of Islam. Thus, 
Muslims are allowed to stay in a non-Muslim country and cannot be forced to leave as long as 
their faith is safe.9 They draw several conclusions from this incident: first, that Muslims can 
and have to plan for their presence as being permanent and plan accordingly; second, that 
Muslims should not limit themselves with traditional terminology that was not mentioned in 
Qur’ân like Dâr al-islâm, Land of Islam, and Dâr al-harb, Land of War, or Dâr al-kufr, Land of 
Infidelity. Rather they should embrace the idea of the universality of Islam. Third, Muslims 
share the duty of participating in the social and political life of their new community for 
various purposes including: defending their rights, supporting their brothers and sisters in 
Islam, and fulfilling the universal message of Islam.10 Thus, Fiqh of minorities does not only 
rationalize the permissibility of Muslim presence in non-Muslim countries, rather it asserts it is 
an obligation towards their religion and their country provided the mentioned conditions are 
met.11 
 
2. Methodological and contextual reasons for Fiqh of minorities 
The disagreements among early scholars, modern scholars and Fiqh of minority scholars in the 
case of Muslim presence in a non-Muslim country shows that many Islamic scholars sometimes 
rely heavily on examples from the past that do not really match contemporary reality. This 
complicates the situation of Muslim minorities even more. Thus, an important conclusion 
made by a few researchers is that “Innovation and compromise are key concepts for Muslims 
trying to live Islamic lives in the context of a Judeo-Christian country.”12 That is when the calls 
of the establishment of a specialized Islamic jurisprudential discipline started to get louder. 
Though they confirm that the traditional “inherited” Fiqh is the foundation and the main 
guideline,13 Fiqh of minorities’ scholars justify the need for an allegedly new discipline by 
proposing both methodological and contextual rationales.   
In terms of methodology, Tâha Jâbir Al-‘Alwânî elaborates that concepts like Dâr al-islâm 
versus Darul or Harb, Jizya–Poll Tax, rights of women, Jihâd and other similar concepts create 
misconceptions, raise questions and promote stereotypes that need to be correctly approached 
and put in proper context. He argues that classical jurists did not classify the sources of Islamic 
 
7 YUSUF AL QARADÂWÎ, Al Watan Wal Muwatana Fi Dawu’ Al Osoul Al Aqadiyya Wal Maqâsid Al Shar’iyya 63-67, Cairo, 
Dar Al-Shorouq (2010)[translated in the country and citizenship in lights of Islamic fundamentals and Sharî‘a purposes]. 
8 TÂHA JÂBIR AL-‘ALWÂNÎ, Toward a Fiqh for minorities, in Muslims’ Place in the American Public Square: Hopes, Fears, and 
Aspirations 28-29, (Zahid H. Bukhari et al. eds., Altamira Press) (2004).  
9 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 7, at 69. 
10 ASHRAF ABDUL ‘AATI AL-MIMI, Fiqh al-aqalliyyât Al Muslima Bayn Al Nathariyya Wal Tatbiq 252-253, Dar Al-Kalima 
(2008). 
11 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 7, at 77. 
12 Id. 
13 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 87. 
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Sharî‘a in a way that facilitates the deduction of rulings that respond to contemporary issues. In 
addition most jurists ignore the notion of the universality of Islam as one of the determinants to 
rulings and its importance in reflecting modern relation between Muslims and non-Muslims. 
The traditional Fiqh, formulated in the early decades of Islam, was necessarily affected by 
topics and discourses which were associated with the historical and geographical 
circumstances that prevailed at that time.14  
On the other hand, when it comes to contextual reasons, ’Alwânî counts a number of modern 
phenomena that in his mind call for a new specialized discipline. First, the phenomenon of 
seeking justice and refuge in a non-Muslim land did not exist in the early days of Fiqh. Second, 
the modern concept of citizenship entails political and geographic, rather than religio-cultural 
connotations. Third, the supremacy of international law, which obliges states to protect and 
apply justice to immigrants, is also new to traditional Fiqh. Fourth, the rationale of power at the 
early scholars’ time was based on conflict and empires knowing no frontiers, unlike the 
modern diplomatic and soft power predominance. Finaly, globalization and the close cultural 
interaction urges for a Fiqh of coexistence that “suites our world in spirit and in form.”15  
Abd al-Majîd al-Najjâr further elaborates on the contextual reasons proposed by ’Alwânî by 
referring to some distinctive characteristics and factors that separate Muslim minorities in the 
West from the rest of Muslims. In his view, the reason for the increasing attention to Muslim 
minorities goes back to three factors.16 First, the general vulnerability of Muslim minorities that 
can be traced back to psychological vulnerability due to cultural and social estrangement or in 
some cases even inferiority. In addition, there are other forms of vulnerability such as political, 
economic and social, which are shared among many minority groups. Second, the legal 
abidance that characterizes these new modern communities usually does not allow any type of 
personal practices or rights outside the frame of law. Thus, Muslim minorities find themselves 
in various occasions obliged to follow the secular rules of the country that might contradict 
with Sharî‘a or less severely with cultural traditions. Third, there is a cultural pressure whereby 
Muslims may tend to live in an entirely new and different community with a totally different 
value system in all aspects of interaction. This unfamiliar environment subjects the original 
culture to pressure and conflict, which can lead to problems of assimilation and isolation. The 
final factor Najjâr refers to as the civilizational linkage or partnership whereby Muslim 
minorities carry the responsibility of delivering the Islamic cultural heritage and message to 
these communities. Najjâr argues that such factors challenge many of the premises of the 
earlier Fiqh. For instance, that they are not subjected to Sharî‘a law which is the main 
foundation of classic Fiqh and thus require a new type of Ijtihâd or interpretation.17 Although 
Tariq Ramadan disagrees with the assumption of the “Muslim weakness” proposed by Najjâr, 
he agrees with him that Dâr al-islâm and Dâr al-harb do not apply in today’s world.18 He also 
supports the argument that the entire classical Fiqh is based on the fact of Muslims being the 
majority.19  
While Fiqh al-Nawâzil–jurisprudence of new occurrences–is part of the general Fiqh, it still deals 
with partial issues which do not properly respond to major societal issues. Hence, a new 
discipline is needed to respond to both occasional and day-to-day issues and, more 
 
14 ‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 8. 
15 Id. at 8-9. 
16 NADIA MAHMOUD MUSTAFA, Fiqh al-aqalliyyât al-Muslima Bayna Fiqh Al Imdimaj (al-Mowatana)  wa Fiqh al- In’ezal: 
Qira’a Siyasiya Fi Waqi’ Al Muslimeen Fi Ourobba 28, available at: www.e-cfr.org/ar/bo/35.doc [translated in Fiqh of  Muslim 
Minorities between Fiqh of integration and Fiqh of isolation: Political examination of the Muslim reality in Europe]. 
17 ABD AL-MAJÎD AL-NAJJÂR, Fiqh Al Muwatana Lil Muslimeen Fi Orubba 190-187, available at 
http://www.moslimonline.com/download.php?id=204 (Last visited Feb. 10, 2012).  
18 HELLYER, supra note 3, at 11. 
19 SHAMMAI FISHMAN, Some Notes on Arabic Terminology as a Link Between Tariq Ramadan and Sheikh Dr. Tâha Jâbir Al-‘Alwânî,  
Founder of the Doctrine of "Muslim Minority Jurisprudence"  (Fiqh al-aqalliyyât al-Muslimah), available at: www.e-
prism.org/images/tariqfinal291203.doc (Last visited Feb. 10, 2012). 
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importantly, issues that found for the presence of the Muslim minorities in such communities, 
its purposes and conditions.20 
 
3. Responsible citizens or committed Muslims 
Immigrant Muslims face many issues while trying to live as both responsible citizens and 
committed Muslims. In education, for instance, many Muslim families are concerned about the 
experience their children are likely to have in public schools, including the quality of education 
or the influence of their, likely non-Muslim, peers concerning mainly drugs, crime and 
premarital sex.21 For these reasons, many Muslims tend to believe that an Islamic system of 
education suites their children better.  
Another obvious aspect has to do with controversial issues regarding finance and economics 
which can be a problem for Muslims dealing with non-Muslim banking and economic system. 
Whether the money a Muslim earns from a bank is Harâm–unlawful–or not, is a huge issue 
among Muslim minorities. The level of flexibility of interpretations of Islamic Sharî‘a regarding 
this matter vary. Conflict often arises when the issue of interest–arguably a form of the 
unlawful usury in Islam–affects Muslims through, for instance, interest-based mortgages in 
buying property, or whether their money, saved in banks, is going to be invested in alcohol, 
pornography and other questionable industries. To avoid such concerns, Muslims seek 
alternative solutions through avenues such as investment clubs,22 Murâbaha,23 and others. 
Though some extreme voices argue that the “American Umma” must have its own treasury, 
most of the inclinations are to find middle ground solutions within the existing economy.24  
Another common issue is concerned with nutrition and health. Probably the obvious concern 
among Muslims is the prohibition of certain nutritional habits such as pork and alcohol. 
Recently more attention has been given to the proper ritual slaughter of edible animals known 
as Hâlal food.25 Hâlal food has gained more popularity with time. However, the impact of 
nutritional habits prevails other occasions when some Muslims, for instance, refuse to attend 
ceremonies or events that serve alcoholic beverages. Some simply abstain from drinking 
alcohol itself leaving others to make their own decisions. The issue of whether a Muslim may 
work in a place that serves alcohol is forbidden or not is another controversial issue. Here 
again responses differ, ranging from conditional acceptance to utter rejection.26  
Socializing and holidays, whether Islamic or not, is another area of concern to Muslim 
minorities. A Muslim woman clarified “we celebrate Christmas for two reasons, it is important 
to get involved with the American society, and if you don’t celebrate . . . to me really you are 
telling those people you are not part of American society.”27 On the other hand, some Muslims 
tend to see the Fourth of July as a chance to affirm their civic participation and engagement 
with the society. Similarly, Halloween to most of them seems rather harmless as well.28  
In addition to problems concerning education, economics, nutrition and holidays, personal 
problems must be considered as well. Most of the personal problems that face Muslims have to 
 
20 NAJJÂR, supra note 17, at 99-102. 
21 JANE I. SMITH, Islam in America 156 (Columbia University press) (2010). 
22 Id. at 166. 
23 A concept found in Islamic finance that governs a contract between a bank and its client, by which the bank purchases 
goods and then sells them to the client at a cost that includes a profit margin. The contract requires specific installment 
payments to the bank. This arrangement allows the bank to avoid charging interest, which is forbidden under some 
interpretations of Islamic law. For more information See, Webster's New World Finance and Investment Dictionary, available 
at: http://www.credoreference.com.library.aucegypt.edu:2048/entry/wileynwfid/murabaha (Last visited May, 12, 2012). 
24  See generally, SMITH, supra note 21, at 166-167. 
25 Id. 
26 Id. at 169. 
27 SELCUK R. SIRIN & MICHELLE FINE, Muslim American Youth: Understanding Hyphenated Identities through multiple 
methods 170 (New York University Press) (2008). 
28 Id. 
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do with their attempt to balance the requirements of their faith with expectations of American 
society. Examples of such problems include whether a Muslim should accept a gift from a non-
Muslim, or attend funerals, weddings and other forms of events of non-Muslims. Relating to 
that are the family law issues especially marriage to non-Muslims, conversion, and adoption 
must also be dealt with. 
The most crucial issue, however, has to do with the validity and permissibility of Muslims, 
especially immigrants, residing in a non-Muslim community at all and whether it is acceptable 
in Islamic Sharî‘a and under which conditions. Obtaining the nationality of such an “infidel” 
country and thus possessing the right of voting and political participation in a non-Muslim 
regime and the duty of obligatory army recruitment especially when there is a confrontation 
with another Muslim country must all be considered.  
Now that we have covered the reasons behind the calls for a new discipline of Fiqh and 
consolidated it by examples of jurisprudential issues that face Muslims as minorities we turn to 
the criticism that has been directed to such a called-for discipline. 
 
4. Criticism: Fiqh of minorities… an innovation? 
Fiqh of minorities defends the necessity and not just the permissibility, of Muslims residing in a 
non-Muslim country. This point has been subjected to considerable criticism. For instance, 
scholars, like sheikh Mohamed Saeed Ramadan al-Buti, are utterly against the concept of a new 
discipline for minorities. Buti believes it is merely a plot to divide Islam and a means to 
manipulate divine Sharî‘a.29 Proponents argue that Fiqh of minorities is a reflection of a 
mentality dominated by the Western capitalist ideology and its utilitarian solutions.30 He 
emphasizes that immigration from Dâr al-kufr is an obligation on Muslims and he supports his 
argument with some Qur’ânic verses.31 He further contends that because of Fiqh of minorities, 
Muslim minorities are in fact assimilating in these non-Muslim communities and adopting 
their traditions and life-styles that contradict with Islamic faith and Sharî‘a. What Fiqh of 
minorities is doing, in his point of view, is giving this unacceptable life style an Islamic cover 
and justification.32  
Asif Khan, on the other hand, is more systematic in his criticism. He identifies two main 
categories of criticism to the pillars of Fiqh of minorities. First, he refutes the need for a new 
specialized Fiqh for minorities in the first place as traditional Fiqh includes all answers without 
the need to commit Harâm–forbidden. Second, he refutes the justifications and means for public 
participation and integration provided by Fiqh of minorities’ scholars. In his view, issues facing 
Muslim minorities are complex but are not unique; they are common problems among 
Muslims across the world.33 
Regarding the needs for a new Fiqh, he responds to the claim that Sharî‘a has stayed silent on 
some issues especially new ones. He bases his argument on the verse “And We have sent down to 
you the Book–the Qur’ân–as an exposition of everything, a guidance, a mercy, and glad tidings of those 
who have submitted for those who have submitted themselves to Allâh.”34 As for the claim that Islam 
changes from time to time and from place to place he asserts that the laws that are subjected to 
 
29 MOHAMMAD SAEED RAMADAN AL BUTI, Fiqh Al Aqalyyat Ahdath Wasa’el Al Tala’ob be din Ellah, available at: 
http://www.ummah.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-45686.html  (Last visited Feb. 10, 2012)[translated in Fiqh of minorities the 
latest tool to manipulate religion]. 
30Fiqh al Aqalyyat (Fiqh of minorities) A Jurisprudence to Assimilation (Draft), available at: 
http://www.ummah.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-20319.html?s=0d886ae8ccabb842c7857b2ac93c82ab  (Last visited Feb. 10, 
2012).  
31 For instance “When angels take the souls of those who die in sin against their souls, they say: "In what –plight– were ye?" 
They reply: "Weak and oppressed were we in the earth." They say: "Was not the earth of Allâh spacious enough for you to 
move yourselves away –From evil–?" Such men will find their abode in Hell, - What an evil refuge!” (Qur’ân 4:97) 
32 BUTI, supra note 29. 
33 ASIF KHAN, The Fiqh of minorities – the New Fiqh to Subvert Islam 4 (Dawud Masieh ed., Delux Printers London) (2004). 
34 Qur’ân 16:89. 
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change are not the Sharî‘a ones, rather what is meant are the laws based on customs, habit–
‘Urf–and Juristic opinions–Ra’y–that were based on the prevailing opinions at the time. He 
finally responds to the concept of reworking the question in a way that reflects reality and 
need. He refers to it as a pragmatic manipulative method that will eventually lead to evil–
Munkar.35 
In his second category of criticism where he criticizes the pillars of political participation and 
integration claimed by advocates of Fiqh of minorities, he refutes the validity of some evidences 
provided to justify civic and social engagement. For instance he challenges the definition of 
Maslaha–benefit–in the assumption that one of the Maqâsid–purposes–of Sharî‘a is “benefit”–
which is a central pillar to Fiqh of minorities. He explains that Maqâsid are the results and not 
the reasons for Sharî‘a rules. Thus, the wisdom and the Maqâsid of the Sharî‘a rule are aims 
sought by the law giver–Allâh and consequently are insufficient for justifying a certain action.36 
Citizenship is another core concept in the theory of Fiqh of minorities that is challenged by 
Khan, where he argues that it cannot, as defined by Fiqh of minorities’ scholars, serve as a 
justification for political participation because by subjecting to rules and laws entailed in 
citizenship we are making it a source of legislation that takes precedence over Sharî‘a. This 
contradicts the core of Islam.37 
Criticism to Fiqh of minorities’ theory is directed towards its premises, methodology and even 
purposes–integration included. Advocates of Fiqh of minorities respond by refuting that the 
latter is anything but Bid‘a–innovation–because early Fiqh writings are filled with rulings of 
Muslims living in Dâr al-harb. Thus, even though the terminology Fiqh of minorities is new, it 
serves more as an organizational tool to modern scholars using mainly classic rules and 
methodologies. They also emphasize not to confuse Sharî‘a and Fiqh. Relating to the issue of 
citizenship raised by Khan, Nadia Mustafa, on the other side, summarizes the main issue Fiqh 
of minorities tries to resolve to be: identifying the position of religion between citizenship and 
identity.38 Here, comes the role of Fiqh of minorities with its philosophy and objectives. The 
next chapter explores what exactly Fiqh of minorities is and what it is comprised of. It also 
provides answers to the points of criticism raised in this chapter. 
 
III. Theoretical Framework of Fiqh of minorities 
This chapter is dedicated to Fiqh of minorities’ theory which proposes a unique interpretation 
of Sharî‘a in an attempt to fulfill its purpose in the lives of Muslim minorities who are exposed 
to unique circumstances. Islamic law is understood in two forms, Sharî‘a and Fiqh. Sharî‘a 
relates to the primary sources of Islamic law and is drawn from both Qur’ân and Sunna–the 
Prophets traditions. However, when specific issues arise that are not directly covered in the 
two latter sources, one is to use reason to deduce the principles on how Sharî‘a would apply 
and this process is called Ijtihâd, which literally means “to exert oneself.”39 Fiqh, on the other 
side, means intelligence. It represents the actual laws deduced to form Sharî‘a, and thus, it 
covers all legal issues concerning religious, political, civil and criminal matters, as well as other 
aspects of life.40 These laws of Fiqh can change depending on the circumstances, whereas the 
principles of Sharî‘a are considered monolithic and constant.  
Fiqh can be understood as the process of deducing and applying the principles of Sharî‘a. The 
process of Fiqh is divided into two parts. Usûl al-Fiqh, or the roots, which is the methodology 
 
35 KHAN, supra note 33, at16. 
36 See generally, Id. at 28-30. 
37 Id. at 33. 
38 MUSTAFA, supra note 16, at 51. 
39 DONALD BROWN, A Destruction of Muslim Identity: Ontario’s Decision to Stop Shari’a-based Arbitration, 32 N.C. J. Int’l L. & 
Com. Reg. 495, 516 (2007). 
40 Id. 
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and interpretation principles used in determining the law; and Furû‘ al-Fiqh , or the branches, 
which is the practice of law and deals with the actual decisions or verdicts–Fatâwà, reached by 
applying Usûl al-Fiqh .41 Hence, Tâha Jâbir Al-‘Alwânî introduces the need for Fiqh of minorities 
by arguing that the special circumstances of Muslim minorities has to be put into 
consideration, 
 
[T]he idea that the Muslim Jurist must relate the general Islamic jurisprudence to the specific 
circumstances of a specific community, living in specific circumstances where what is suitable for 
them may not be suitable for others . . . jurist must not only have a strong background in Islamic 
sciences, but must also be well versed in the sociology, economics, politics, and international relations 
relating to that community . . . [the purpose of Fiqh of minorities is not to] recreate Islam, rather it is a set of 
methodologies that govern how a jurist would work within the flexibility of the religion to best apply it to 
particular circumstances. 42 [Emphasis added] 
 
Thus, Fiqh of minorities is not only concerned with Islamic studies but other areas of 
knowledge important to understanding the characteristics and the pressing needs of the society 
in order to issue a verdict that responds to the objectives of the Islamic Sharî‘a in its solutions 
for the Muslim minorities as well. 
 
1. Position and Sources of Fiqh of minorities  
Fiqh of minorities does not mean that it is the Fiqh of minor issues–a mere branch of general 
Fiqh. Rather it should come under the science of Fiqh in its general sense and thus covers all 
theological and practical branches of Islamic jurisprudence.43 Fiqh of minorities is a qualitative 
jurisprudence that relates the Sharî‘a ruling to the conditions and the context of the group. It is 
still part of the general Fiqh but has special characteristics, topics, and issues of concern. Most 
of these are known in classic jurisprudence but under different scattered titles.44 These special 
topics focus specifically on issues affecting Muslim minorities who endeavor both to preserve 
their faith and their identity and interact with their society at the same time. It is a similar 
category to Usûl al-Fiqh–Fiqh of foundations, Fiqh al-Awlawiyyât–priorities, Fiqh al-Muwâzanât–
contrasts, Fiqh al-Wâqi‘–reality and Fiqh al-Nawâzil–New occurrences.45  
Particularly, ’Alwânî argues that originally, Fiqh of minorities was an evolution of Fiqh al-
Nawâzil that dealt with brand new issues. However, he points out that the new discipline tries 
to overcome the temporary and negative impressions and connotations Fiqh al-Nawâzil 
leaves.46 The methodological and contextual reasons, mentioned in chapter one, encouraged 
Fiqh of minorities’ scholars and affiliated institutions, like the European council for fatwa and 
research [hereinafter ECFR], to start the process of developing a methodology for this new 
discipline. Their aim was not only to create a simple system of answering personal questions in 
jurisprudence but a framework for political and social interaction between Muslims and non-
Muslims as well.  
ECFR agrees with Fiqh of minorities’ advocates on using the authentic classical sources of 
Sharî‘a as the basis of their theory and framework,47 but in an innovative and specialized 
 
41 Id. at 517. 
42 KHAN, supra note 33, at 6. 
43‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 6. 
44 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 80. 
45‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 16. 
46 Personal Interview with Taha Jabir al-‘Alwânî, Qordoba center for research and studies, Cairo (Feb 2, 2012) [hereinafter 
‘Alwânî interview] (refer to the annex).  
47 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 5. 
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manner. Moreover, they acknowledge the supremacy of the Qur’ân as the main source.48 
‘Alwânî explains that Qur’ân is considered the foundational source for all other sources, 
including early scholars’ Ijtihâd, and consequently should be the original source of all rules and 
verdicts.49 Sunna, in turn, is the explanatory source of Qur’ân that can only be interpreted and 
understood in light of the latter.50 ‘Alwânî believes that no tradition can be tracked to the 
Prophet unless it has an origin in the Qur’ân.51 As for the classic jurisprudential opinions, they 
are considered supporting or complementary sources that should not be ignored nor viewed as 
a restraint.52 Fiqh of minorities’ advocates depend frequently on certain tools found in the 
traditional Fiqh methodology, namely, Ijtihâd, Maslaha–public interest or benefit, Taysîr–Making 
Fiqh easy, and ‘Urf–custom.53 
The purpose of Fiqh of minorities is not to recreate Islam, Sharî‘a, or even Fiqh ; rather it is a 
specialized modernist perspective of the general Fiqh that governs how a jurist may work 
within the flexibility of the religion to best apply it to a set of particular circumstances.54 
Although the early scholars did not recognize this Fiqh as such due to the absence of such 
phenomenon in the past, it does not mean its principles and objectives have not always been 
there. However, what modern scholars have attempted to do is to reorganize and rearticulate 
these principles and objectives based on a special philosophical perspective that thoroughly 
considers the Western modern context where Muslim minorities live, as well as valuing the 
importance of the existence and coexistence in non-Muslim countries. Hence, Fiqh of minorities 
turns into a tool in the hands of the scholars and Muftîs or jurists to respond to these special 
conditions in a way that reflects the fundamental principles of Sharî‘a: protection of one’s 
faith/identity through preserving Maslaha. An important prerequisite for the Fiqh of minorities’ 
scholar is to be more specialized in the areas of social sciences and economics and their sciences 
while extracting the appropriate opinions and verdicts from the general Fiqh.  
Most concepts and issues of Fiqh of minorities have always existed within Sharî‘a and general 
Fiqh but lack the necessary organization, details and renovation in the process of Ijtihâd that is 
required to appropriately answer to the targeted phenomenon. This reflects the view that 
Sharî‘a is suitable for every time and place while verdict is subject to change. The resulting 
verdicts from Fiqh of minorities, however, are not necessarily exclusive to the case of minorities 
and can be applied to other cases but on different bases and reasons. The reason it is labeled as 
Fiqh of minorities goes back to “the reason” why the scholar has issued this verdict–which is 
argued to be the philosophy of integration that entails both Da‘wa and preserving the identity. 
The latter requires the scholar to be an expert in real life issues and circumstances faced by 
Muslims and not just abstractions.  
 
2. Objectives of Fiqh of minorities  
Advocates of Fiqh of minorities recognize the importance of preserving Islamic faith and 
identity while endorsing Muslim minorities’ presence in non-Muslim communities. As noted 
in chapter one they contend that such presence is an obligation and not just permissible. 
Reasons of the nature of such presence can be interpreted from the objectives of Fiqh of 
 
48 See YUSUF AL-QARADÂWÎ, Fi Fiqh Al Aqalyyat Al Muslimah, Hayat Al muslimin Wasat Al Mujtama’at Al Ukhra 39, Cairo, 
Dar Al- Shorouq (2001) [translated in the Fiqh of Muslim Minorities, the life of Muslims in other communities]; and ‘ALWÂNÎ, 
supra note 8, at 12. 
49 TÂHA JÂBIR AL-‘ALWÂNÎ, Madkhal Ila Fiqh al-Aqalyyat, available at: http://www.dahsha.com/old/viewarticle.php?id=27332 
(Last visited Feb. 10, 2012). 
50 See QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 39 and id. 
51 Id. 
52 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 84.  
53 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 8. 
54 See, Nash’at Fiqh al-aqalliyyât wa Ilaqatoh Bisa’ir Furu’ al-Fiqh, available at: 
http://www.islamweb.net/verdict/index.php?page=showverdict&Option=VerdictId&Id=72660 (Last visited May, 12, 2012) 
[translated in the origin of Fiqh or minorities and its relationship to other branches of Fiqh]. 
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minorities pointed out by different scholars. Qaradâwî, for instance, sets objectives that include 
supporting Muslim minorities and facilitating their living within the Islamic framework while 
making life easier on them; helping to preserve the core of Islamic identity with its unique 
culture, values, traditions and concepts and educating such minority about its rights and duties 
in its new society; providing flexibility, guided openness, and interaction with other members 
of society, which consequently encourages positive contribution within such society, without 
the previously mention isolation or assimilation; and answering to the special circumstances 
and problems in a non-Muslim society in an attempt to alleviate difficulty.55 Thus, the 
objectives, as set by Qaradâwî,56 revolve around supporting and empowering Muslims, 
preserving identity, facilitating living within Sharî‘a framework, delivering the message of 
Islam, whether cultural or religious–Da‘wa–directly or indirectly, and finally promoting a 
positive interaction and coexistence through educating Muslim minorities about their rights 
and duties as citizens.  
Recalling the methodological and contextual reasons that lead to calls for a new discipline, Fiqh 
of minorities is designed to respond to such reasons. Methodologically, it tries to resolve the 
conflict between the culture and values of host societies from within the framework of Islamic 
jurisprudence. It aims at reshaping and reinterpreting engrained Islamic concepts such as Dâr 
al-islâm and Dâr al-kufr.57 On the other hand, Contextually, as Najjâr states, the reason why the 
ECFR, which adopts Fiqh of minorities as a policy, was established is to provide a guide for 
Muslim minorities for their own, as well as their community’s benefit in order for them to 
serve as a role model.58  
Thus, one can count common objectives and intentions among scholars of Fiqh of minorities. 
The first is attracting more Muslims to follow Sharî‘a instead of assimilating and losing both 
faith and identity. Second, it is not only a jurisprudential legal system, but a tool for increasing 
social bonds and political influence and even unity among Muslim minorities within their non-
Muslim society. Third, it tries to establish a platform for peaceful coexistence with non-
Muslims through providing effective solutions to reconcile Islam with the secularist West 
without moving outside the boundaries of Sharî‘a.59 This last objective reflects the concept of 
Shahâda or witnessing whereby Muslims are obliged to serve as role models within their 
community wherever that is. Such Shahâda is the flip coin of the concept of Da‘wa–propagating 
the message of Islam,60 which will be discussed later in more detail. 
 
3. Characteristics of Fiqh of minorities  
The reason for identifying the characteristics of Fiqh of minorities is to lay down the regulations 
and criteria that control the process of Ijtihâd–an integral element to the framework of Fiqh of 
minorities. Qaradâwî asserts that in order for it to fulfill its objectives; Fiqh of minorities must 
be characterized by linking and balancing the general principles and foundations of traditional 
Fiqh at one hand and the contemporary issues and problems on the other; reflecting the 
universality of the Islamic belief, law and the current social realities, where it tries to provide 
solutions for the latter from within the Islamic legal framework as not to contradict the proper 
Islamic faith; Third, Balancing between partial Sharî‘a texts and general objectives of Sharî‘a, i.e. 
returns the branches to its roots and bypasses the particularities to the collective; Fourth, 
recognizes that Fatwa–religious verdict–varies according to time, place, traditions and 
circumstances, a thing that cannot apply more in the case of Muslim minorities in modern era; 
 
55 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 34-35. 
56 Copied by others; See, AL-MIMI, supra note10, at 81-82. 
57 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 1. 
58 NAJJÂR, supra note 10, at 3. 
59 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 14. 
60 SALAH SULTAN, Methodological Regulations for the Fiqh of Muslim Minorities, available at: 
http://islamicstudies.islammessage.com/Article.aspx?aid=308 (Last visited Feb. 10, 2012). 
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and Finally, valuing the idea that one should balance between his/her distinct cultural and 
religious identity on one side and integrating, influencing and communicating with his/her 
current society on the other.61 
The process of Ijtihâd in Fiqh of minorities’ framework is based on two main premises that can 
be extrapolated from the preceding characteristics: universality of Islam–‘Alamiyyat al-Islâm–
and the objectives of Sharî‘a–Maqâsid al-Sharî‘a.62 The first premise reflects the idea that Islam is 
a global religion. This definition carries implicit messages one of which is linked to the Muslim 
Umma and the future of Islam beyond the current borders.63 This message does not necessarily 
imply the direct message of spreading the faith in the same sense of the missionaries. Rather it 
is more reflected in the indirect message of turning into a role model–Shahâda–for humanity 
and for their community. Such concept of universality stresses on the fact that verdict changes 
from time to time and from place to another, which is a core characteristic in Fiqh of minorities. 
It also reflects the necessity of one’s responsibility towards his or her community in all aspects 
whether political, economic or social as long as they preserve and add to their Muslim-Western 
identity. Salah Sultan states that “the Ijtihâd in the field of Fiqh of Muslim Minorities must 
emphasize the Muslim’s role in reforming his or her country and community rather than being 
limited to the Fiqh of protection against temptations and tribulations,”64 otherwise it will not 
achieve “the whole message of Islam nor the entire role entitled for Muslims [which is] to 
benefit oneself . . . and to prove oneself useful to his community or country whether it was 
good or bad.”65 
The second premise which recognizes Maqâsid al-Sharî‘a or the ultimate intentions of Sharî‘a 
will not take place without combining the understanding of revealed text with reality–context–
as well as acquiring a true knowledge of Sharî‘a. Such is achieved only through recognizing 
certain methodological principles. ’Alwânî stresses on specific characteristics necessary for Fiqh 
of minorities in order for it to fulfill the intended Maqâsid: unveiling the structural unity of 
Qur’ân by reading it in contrast to the physical universe; studying very closely the complicated 
aspects of the lives of people from which the issues and problems of Muslim minorities arise; 
and most importantly to recognize that the inherited Fiqh from classic scholars is not always an 
adequate reference for verdict in matters of minorities. “It does however, contain precedents of 
Verdicts and legislations than can be applied and referred to for determining approaches and 
methodologies as appropriate.”66 Qaradâwî concurs by differentiating between selective 
Ijtihâd–where modern scholars pick and choose from the inherited Ijtihâd and opinions the best 
that respond to the context as well as the Maqâsid; and creative Ijtihâd–that mostly deals with 
new occurrences that are almost impossible to find answers for in inherited Fiqh.67 While the 
notion of ‘Alamiyyat al-Islâm sets justifications and foundations for the permanent Muslim 
presence in a non-Muslim regime,68 the other notion of Maqâsid al-Sharî‘a enables jurists to 
adapt integral concepts such as Darûra–necessity, Taysîr–leniency, and Maslaha–benefit–to Fiqh 
of minorities. The significance and implications of such concepts will become apparent when 
we turn to the application of Fiqh of minorities in the final chapter. 
 
4. Principles and Foundations of Fiqh of minorities  
Fiqh of minorities’ jurists must consider certain factors when formulating a legal opinion. First, 
the field of Fiqh should depend on modernist Ijtihâd, which responds to objectives and 
 
61 Id. 
62 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 2. 
63 Id. at 3. 
64 SULTAN, supra note 60. 
65 Id.  
66‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 12. 
67 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 43. 
68 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 2. 
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purposes of Sharî‘a. Here, Qaradâwî identifies two types of Ijtihâd: selective and creative.69 
Second, depending and putting into consideration the general rules of Islamic law. Most 
importantly: matters are to be considered in light of their objectives; harm should be removed; 
customary usage is the determining factor; the presence of difficulty requires that allowances 
be made to facilitate matters; what is established with certainty is not removed by doubt; what 
is necessary to achieve an obligation is obligatory; what leads to Harâm is also Harâm; and the 
Lesser of the two evils.70 Najjâr pays extra attention to the rule that matters are to be 
determined by their objectives.71 The ultimate purpose of identifying such jurisprudential rules 
is to fulfill Maqqasid which are the deduced meanings and consequential objectives attempted 
to be accomplished by the jurisprudential rules found in sources of Sharî‘a. All of this tracks 
back to the ultimate objective of achieving monotheism or the oneness of Allâh along with 
fulfilling Maslaha of Muslims.72 
The third consideration is that jurists must put into consideration the jurisprudence of current 
reality–Fiqh al-Wâqi‘. This implies factual not just theoretical observation of the conditions, its 
necessities and obligations.73 Here the principle that a verdict varies according to time, place, 
and circumstances is essential. Moreover, Fiqh of minorities, in applying the concept of Waqi’–
reality, adopts the vision of the importance of peaceful coexistence between Muslims and non-
Muslims in their shared community. Muslims are obliged in Qur’ân to involve and interact 
with people of other faiths. The nature of such interaction revolves around two interrelated 
concepts: being a role model and Da‘wa.74 Such approach evolves eventually into fulfilling the 
idea of citizenship and its entailed rights and duties.75 
Fourth, is to focus on the jurisprudence of the group not merely individuals. In other words, 
focus on the identity as a group that shares common characteristics, issues and situations on 
regular basis.76 Thus, bypassing the mere principle of al-Darûrât Tubîh al-Mahzûrât–necessities 
allow the Prohibited–[hereinafter the principle of Darûra] which implies that the derived 
verdict is a temporary license into establishing a permanent Islamic presence.77 Fifth, is to 
adopt a methodology of Taysîr or facilitation and the tendency to ease up on Muslims.78 Based 
on the aforementioned principle which indicates that the presence of difficulty requires that 
allowances be made to facilitate matters, Fiqh of minorities’ advocates adopt such methodology 
in perceiving reality and interpreting verdicts. Such principle is the flip coin of the principle of 
Darûra. Fiqh of minorities responds to criticism by identifying what exactly is meant by Darûra 
or difficulty and when such principles apply. Scholars differentiate between bearable and 
unbearable difficulty.79 They also set very tight conditions under which the principle of Darûra 
applies. They also identify how this principle is applied according to different circumstances.80 
The notion of Taysîr leads necessarily to the sixth concept which implies gradualism not just an 
Islamic principle but a universal characteristic. The special conditions Muslim minorities are in 
calls for such gradualism.81 Finally, in addition to Fiqh al-Wâqi‘, Fiqh of minorities puts into 
consideration other types of Fiqh, namely,82 Fiqh al-Muwâzanât–balancing between good, less 
 
69 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 40. 
70 For further details See, General Principles of Islamic Law & Their Practical Applications for Medicine, available at: 
http://islamtoday.com/artshow-385-3398.htm (Last visited Nov. 13, 2011). 
71 NAJJÂR, supra note17, at 147. 
72 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 121. 
73 Id. at 199. 
74 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 227. 
75 Id. at 237. 
76 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at. 
77 ‘Alwânî interview, supra note 46. 
78 Id. at 40-45. 
79 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 284. 
80 For further details see, Id. at 90. 
81 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 55. 
82 AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 319. 
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good, evil and most evil while applying jurisprudential rules and principles in reality; and Fiqh 
al-Awlawiyyât–arranging issues based on their priority while trying to reach a verdict. 
In conclusion, Fiqh of minorities is viewed by its founders and defenders not merely as a 
simple system for answering personal questions in jurisprudence, but as a Sharî‘a-based 
framework for political and social interaction between Muslim minorities and non-Muslim 
majority.83 Thus, based on this branch of Fiqh, when a question is raised, its practitioners need 
to identify the special circumstances and put it in a logical and scientific framework that takes 
into consideration the background of the query, the inquirer, the underlying social factors and 
the essential objectives of Islamic law.84 Hence, the issue depends a lot on “how to phrase the 
questions accurately so as to elicit appropriate and correct answers . . . [in addition to] 
highlight[ing] the elements that shape the question.” 85  
Accordingly, a question that asks about the possibility of Muslim minorities’ participation in 
the political life of a host non-Muslim country/legal system should be rephrased and 
restructured to question Islam’s view regarding a group of Muslims who find themselves 
living among a non-Muslim majority whose system allows them to practice their faith and 
moreover, participate in public life. Should such a minority reject such an opportunity for fear 
of assimilation or influence? The question when phrased this way reflects a sense of 
responsibility instead of merely seeking a license to justify a negative situation. 86  
Finally, any legislation whether divine or secular has its impact on its own culture. Similarly, 
“culture stems from Fiqh and the laws that govern society.” 87 The following chapter explores 
the how Fiqh of minorities’ advocates and scholars view the role it can play in the lives of 
Muslim minorities and whether it serves the purpose of integration while preserving Muslim’s 
cultural and religious identity. 
 
IV. Fiqh of Minorities and Integration  
Because of the all-encompassing nature of Sharî‘a in Muslims’ lives, scholars have always 
strove to respond to Muslim minorities’ issues in terms of special cases and emergencies which 
required Rukhas and Darûra–Licenses and necessity situations.88 This perspective promotes a 
temporary conception to the situation of such minorities which has led many to doubt the 
ability of Muslims to integrate into non-Muslim societies. It was not until the emergence of Fiqh 
of minorities in its modern interpretation and analysis did scholars start to theorize for 
Muslims as permanent citizens with rights and duties in their hosting community. In other 
words, it was the beginning of an era of theorizing for a Western Islam not just a series of 
exceptional verdicts and licenses with regards to the temporary presence in a non-Muslim 
community. It does not contradict with the fact that Muslims all over the world belong to the 
Islamic Umma and are committed to its civilizational and religious purpose. 
The focus of this chapter centers on how Fiqh of minorities theorizes the Muslim presence in a 
way that enables fulfilling this “Umma message” through responding to and embracing 
modern concepts like citizenship and secularism, which pose restrictions and are rarely 
supportive of divine laws. The argument in this paper is that Fiqh of minorities introduces a 
new paradigm using the notion of Umma, and its related concepts, to establish religious basis 
and justifications for Muslims’ positive integration in their society. Such paradigm does not 
only reflect the commitment to the Umma message, but also signifies the importance of all 
individuals practicing their own rights and fulfilling their own duties. However, in order to 
 
83 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 3. 
84‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 21-21. 
85 Id. at 12. 
86 Id. at 13. 
87 Id. at 31. 
88NAJJÂR, supra note 17, at 131. 
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analyze how Fiqh of minorities’ advocates view the role of this Umma in the context of Muslim 
minorities, specifically in the area of integration, we have to determine first what these scholars 
meant by integration. We will then move to exploring different academic and theoretical 
contributions regarding the relation between Fiqh of minorities and the concepts of integration, 
loyalty and citizenship. 
 
1. Integration 
Integration is often identified as a healthy middle ground between total assimilation and total 
isolation. It is the positive interaction and contribution with the new society by which the 
immigrant cultural identity constitutes an addition to the whole society and has no significant 
impact on the immigrant’s sense of belonging to his or her new society. That is to say that 
integration is more positive for both the immigrant and the society than assimilation and 
isolation, as the immigrant participates in the new culture while maintaining his/her own 
cultural identity.89 Concepts of adaptation and absorption within the new society, requires the 
cultural integration process to be accomplished as a two-way process: from the immigrants’ 
perspective and from the immigrant-receiving societies’ perspective.  
Advocates of Fiqh of minorities share a similar definition of integration to the one above. 
Qaradâwî recognizes that Muslim minorities are part of the Islamic Umma and at the same time 
part of their society. Thus, both sides should be considered and balanced. When tracking the 
objectives of Fiqh of minorities, he counts preserving the core or the identity of the Islamic 
personality as an objective. It is followed by the objective of guided openness that rejects 
isolation and assimilation, where Muslim minorities are obliged to fulfill their roles and 
responsibilities in their community in the best way.90 While introducing the concept of 
civilizational partnership between Muslims and non-Muslims, Najjâr maps for the definition of 
integration. For individuals to create a community there has to be a level of integration 
between them, which represents the interaction among them that leads to psychological, social, 
economic, and political homogeneity. They have to share common interests and common 
conception regarding their legal systems and social rules as well. Such integration does not 
imply producing exact copies of individuals, rather differences among individuals enriches the 
community. Positive integration is accomplished when they share a common goal of 
developing and benefiting their community as well as declaring allegiance to such entity. He 
adds that if Muslim minorities lived a true Islamic life and fulfilled the Umma objectives they 
should be contributing to their community and its value system.91 ‘Alwânî, on the other side, 
introduces the concept of peaceful coexistence; Muslims should not withdraw from proactive 
interaction with the environment he or she lives in. Otherwise it would be a contradiction to 
the principles advanced by Qur’ân92 that calls for affirmative and constructive engagement.93 
Noting how Fiqh of minorities’ scholars have defined integration, one can conclude that they 
view positive integration as comprising two main factors: preserving the identity and 
promoting a responsible citizenship, which in turn entails responsibilities, rights and duties 
towards the community. Citizenship, in turn, is a “voluntary bond joined within national 
horizons and ruled by a constitution.” 94 Such bond is strengthened by feelings of allegiance, 
mutual recognition and tolerance among the society’s members regardless of their differences 
or origins. 
 
89 THE FACTS: INTEGRATION OF IMMIGRATION 1, http://www.energyofanation.org/sites/25e1f498-741c-478a-8a08-
aa486d8533a5/uploads/integration_of_immigrants.pdf (Last visited May, 12, 2012). 
90 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 36-37. 
91 NAJJÂR, supra note17, at 39-40. 
92 (Qur’ân 42:39) (“And those who avenge themselves when tyranny is incurred upon them help and defend themselves”). 
93‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note8, at 15. 
94 ANDREW F. MARCH, Sources of Moral Obligation to non-Muslims in the Jurisprudence of Muslim Minorities (Fiqh al- Aqalyyat) 
Discourse 48, 16 Islamic Law and Society 34, 48 (2009). 
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Before we explore and analyze how Fiqh of minorities’ advocates view the relation between the 
latter Fiqh, integration and, consequently, its entailed concepts–relation with non-Muslims, 
citizenship, and loyalty, we will explore briefly the work of two intellectuals, Nadia Mustafa95 
and Andrew March.96 Both provide an essential foundation for the relation between the 
proposed Umma concept, Fiqh of minorities and where the positions of integration and 
citizenship are found between them. 
 
2. Fiqh of minorities and integration: between Da‘wa and Umma 
While March suggests a reading where the concept of Da‘wa is the main link justifying the 
relation between Fiqh of minorities and integration, Nadia Mustafa adopts a wider view. She 
considers Da‘wa as one of the main pillars forming the nature and the message of the Islamic 
Umma. In this paper’s view, her idea responds to the latter relation in a more comprehensive 
way than March. 
 
a) March and the concept of Da’wa 
His main argument contends that Fiqh of minorities is an attempt to provide an Islamic 
foundation for a moral obligation and solidarity with non-Muslims. The reasons behind the 
need for revisiting the nature of moral relations with non-Muslims goes back to two main 
factors: the global trends towards equality in citizenship and human rights; and the large scale 
of migration of Muslims to the West which increased interaction and subjected Muslims to 
Western legal system. He states that the main basis for theorizing Fiqh of minorities is the 
concept of Da‘wa or proselytism.97 He identifies three main sources that justify moral obligation 
to non-Muslims: Sharî‘a text; legitimate contracts; and public interest–Maslaha. He concludes 
that the concept of Da‘wa finds basis in these three sources and that: 
 
Along with contract, Da‘wa is the core Islamic concept at the heart of the project to theorize the 
legitimacy of permanent Muslim citizenship in non-Muslim liberal democracies. . . It allows scholars 
who might otherwise be skeptical about voluntary integration into a non-Muslim culture . . . to 
proclaim life in the West to be not only permissible, but also spiritually meaningful and beneficial to 
the Islamic movement.98  
 
He interprets the notion of citizenship by elaborating the importance of attitudes of solidarity 
among fellow citizens which cannot take place except through recognition. The same modern 
definition entails a reciprocal relationship between individuals living within geographic 
borders that do not necessarily share decent, religion or even collective memory, but so share 
same rights and duties. It is “a voluntary bond joined within national horizons and ruled by a 
constitution.”99 Da‘wa, which represents the basic justification of relation with non-Muslims in 
Islamic jurisprudence, shares in its theory factors of recognition, tolerance, and voluntary bond 
through its meta-ethical approach and communication with non-Muslims. Moreover, “Da‘wa is 
not merely motivated by the aim of winning adherents to one’s way of life, but rather by a 
desire to extend a good to others unconditionally.”100 March goes on to explore the 
characteristic of Islamic Da‘wa and how they respond to the concept of recognitions which is 
essential to citizenship and thus integration. He suggests that Fiqh of minorities, by elaborating 
on Da‘wa, attempts to go beyond the importance of contract to create a thicker form of 
 
95 Nadia Mustafa, Director of the Center for Research and Policy Studies program and the supervisor of the dialogue of 
civilizations center, faculty of economics and political science, Cairo University. 
96 Andrew F. March, Department of Political Science, Yale University. 
97 MARCH, supra note 94, at 39. 
98 Id. at 36. 
99 Id. at 48.  
100Id. at 49. 
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obligation towards non-Muslims which involves recognition to non-Muslims and contributing 
to their well-being. The higher aim of Da‘wa is, in turn, mercy upon all mankind, Muslim or 
non-Muslim. In Mawlawi’s words, “. . . there can and must be affection and love towards a 
person whom you wish to call to God.”101 Other scholars elaborate that Da‘wa does not take 
place only through direct call to God, it includes also another factor: Shahâda.  
According to March, Da‘wa, through its values of good will, transparency, honesty, sincerity, 
reason, freedom of choice, non-coercion, patience, openness to getting to know the other and 
respect for all, leads to recognition which creates the mutual bonds required for a full 
citizenship and thus, opens the door to integration. For him Da‘wa is the common theme 
among all Fiqh of minorities’ scholars and, thus, integration serves as a means to fulfill it. 
 
b) Mustafa and the Umma 
The term Umma, though differing from the modern definition, is commonly translated as 
“nation”. It is used by Islamists to refer to a body comprising  all Muslims wherever they may 
be.102 Nadia Mustafa defines the Umma as a group of people who share belonging and 
allegiance to a common perception to life and seek its promotion and serving its purposes.103 In 
this sense, Umma is a civilizational doctrinal entity that is not bound to time and place. The role 
of this Umma as defined by Mustafa as: promoting the presence of such entity in reality to be 
able to fulfill the other two purposes; empowering Muslims and the Islamic belief system or 
doctrine; and encouraging positive interaction to promote this religio-cultural way of life–
Da‘wa–.104 
In any society, whether Muslim or non-Muslim, Muslims tend to view their Umma as designed 
to lead humanity from darkness to light in all possible senses,105 to lead it towards a better 
humanity and a better world, quoting the Qur’anic verse “you were the best nation ever raised 
for mankind”.106 This means that the role of Muslims is not confined to the Umma followers or 
geographically restricted within Muslim-majority land. The very concept of Umma indicates no 
restriction to a particular human group or geographical location. The modern Islamic scholars, 
specifically Fiqh of minorities’ advocates, disagree with some points in classic jurisprudence, 
and refer to the notion of Dâr al-islâm–in contrast to Dâr al-kufr or Dâr al-harb, to denote any 
place where “Muslims can live in peace and security, even if he lives among non-Muslim 
minority.”107 They support their view by a set of arguments, most important of which is the 
emigration to Abyssinia mentioned in chapter one. 
The grounds on which Fiqh of minorities’ scholars have tried to articulate the modern reasons 
and importance of the Islamic presence in non-Muslim societies are based primarily on the 
previous perception of Umma. Their justification of the importance of Muslims presence and 
engagement in their new society is organized along three main axes: the Universalist nature of 
the Islamic message engrained in its creed and Sharî‘a; to protect Muslims and to support them 
morally and practically in these societies.108 And to promote a civilizational dialogue between 
Islamic and other civilizations,109 which is the core idea of Da‘wa. These previous axes reflect 
the core pillars of the role and the message of the Umma identified by Mustafa. In this sense, 
Muslim minorities do not just represent a quantitative power that has merely transferred from 
 
101Id. at 57. 
102 FISHMAN, supra note 19 , at 4. 
103 NADYA MUSTAFA, Ishkaliyyat al Bahth Wal Tadrees Fi ‘Ilm Al ‘Ilaqat Al Dawliyya Min Manzour Hadary Muqaran 56-57 , 
available at: http://www.ccps-egypt.com/upLoad/633874919539532625.pdf (Last visited May 12, 2012). 
104 Id. at 56. 
105‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 14. 
106 Qur’ân 3:110. 
107‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 15. 
108 MUSTAFA, supra note 16, at 31. 
109 Id. 
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one place to another; rather their existence in these communities signifies a cultural and a 
civilizational symbol that goes along with the universalistic nature of the concept of Umma.  
Thus, the Umma argument provides a bigger context than the Da‘wa one, where the latter is 
reflected as one of the pillars of the Islamic Umma, as well as one of its objectives. Such context 
would turn integration from a means to an end in itself especially that Fiqh of minorities was 
originally designed to theorize for a permanent presence and the creation of a genuine 
European Muslim. The coming section tests both March’s and Nadia’s arguments by exploring 
advocates of Fiqh of minorities’ views on integration and its entailed concepts, namely the 
relation with non-Muslims, loyalty, and citizenship in lights of both Umma and Da‘wa. 
 
3. Contributors to Fiqh of minorities’ theory and integration 
The notion of integration entails other concepts: the relations with non-Muslims, citizenship, 
and loyalty–national loyalty as opposed to Umma loyalty. In this section we will analyze how 
different scholars articulated the position of integration within the Fiqh of minorities’ 
framework, and relating them to the previously introduced Da‘wa and Umma perspectives. 
 
a) ‘Alwânî 
Tâha Jâbir Al-‘Alwânî is widely recognized as the founder of Fiqh of minorities. He studied 
‘Usûl al-Fiqh at Al-Azhar University and migrated to the United States in the 1970s. He ended 
up as the founder and former chairman of the Fiqh Council of North America.110 He asserts that 
the concept of Fiqh of minorities did not come about in vacuum; rather it reflects tens of cases 
he was exposed to in his interaction with Muslim minorities whether in Europe or the United 
States.111 In a personal interview, ’Alwânî details how the original reason behind Fiqh of 
minorities was not how to integrate or incorporate Muslims within the community because 
they already had the potential for total assimilation due to their lack of religious awareness and 
the consolidation of the concepts of followership. Rather, the aim was to preserve a proper 
identity that does not lead to a “schizophrenic personality” when it comes to who they are and 
what their purpose or role towards their Umma and community are. Culture is an integral 
factor of shaping a society and, thus, the aim of Fiqh of minorities is to “purify “what Muslims 
take from their original countries, to avoid negative characteristics engrained in such societies, 
and carry their positive contribution and potential with them to their new society. The main 
distinction between Fiqh of minorities and general Fiqh in ’Alwânî’s view is the aim to establish 
and theorize for a “permanent” Islamic presence in the West, by creating a paradigm shift from 
the Fiqh of a temporary license into a Fiqh of permanent context. Such presence would serve as 
a fundamental component of the Western community because Islamic speech is universal and 
the civilizational and religious message of the oneness of Allâh has to reach all areas of the 
world.112 
In theorizing for such a presence, ’Alwânî explores, first, for the nature of the relation between 
Muslims and non-Muslims, and second, the necessity of a proactive engagement with society. 
He notes that one of the main principles of Fiqh of minorities is to determine the nature of 
interaction between Muslim minority and other non-Muslim majorities’ and how it should be 
like. A number of methods, means and tools assist different branches of Fiqh, including Fiqh of 
minorities. Among these methods is to go back to the general verses and principles of the main 
sources of Sharî‘a: Qur’ân and Sunna putting into account the higher objectives of Sharî‘a as well 
as the context of the Muslim minority. One of these verses that are considered by ’Alwânî, as 
well as most Fiqh of minorities’ founders, as a fundamental rule in Muslims relations with 
others states that: 
 
110 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 3. 
111‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 49.  
112‘Alwânî interview, supra note 46. 
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God does not forbid you to be kind and equitable to those who have neither fought you on account 
of your religion nor driven you from your homes. God loves the equitable. But God only forbids you 
to be allies with those who have fought you because of your religion and driven you from your 
homes and abetted others to do so. Those that make friends with them are wrongdoers.113 
 
According to scholarly interpretations, “this verse permits associations with those who have 
not declared war against the Muslims and allows kindness towards them, even though they 
might not be allies.”114 115 Fiqh of minorities takes the principle of these two verses into 
consideration when establishing the moral and legal foundations upon which Muslim 
minorities should deal with other non-Muslim majorities. All developments, situations and 
verdicts are judged according to this principle.116 Moreover, he cites the Qur’ânic verse “best 
nation ever raised for mankind,”117 to clarify the leading role Muslims should be taking. This 
implies that the Muslim nation–Umma–was raised for the benefit of all mankind and “should 
be sharing this benefit with other human societies.”118 ‘Alwânî refutes the misconception of Dâr 
al-islâm and Dâr al-harb stating that Dâr al-islâm is wherever Muslims enjoy peace and security 
and more importantly the cultural and religious message of Islam should not be hindered by 
boundaries.119 Although ’Alwânî does not expose directly to the issue of citizenship, one can 
withdraw from his previous analysis on Dâr al-islâm that Fiqh of minorities views any place 
where Muslims can practice their faith as the abode, the home, or the land of Islam.  
This previous thought on where Dâr al-islâm lies is completed by his idea concerning the 
obligation and the responsibility towards public participation. ’Alwânî’s vision was articulated 
in his suggestion to redefine the question posed in front of jurists from Muslim minorities 
individuals. Redefining the question would reflect reality in all its facets and turn the answer 
from a negative license to a positive responsibility towards the Muslim community as well as 
the Western community.120 He views interaction and constructive engagement within the 
community as based on two principles: standing up for oneself and forbearance. The first states 
that Muslims should under no circumstances accept an inferior position, thus any negativity or 
lack of interaction with one’s community are against core Islamic principles.121 The second 
entails that even if positive engagement required some compromises in areas that do not 
contradict the core creed of Islam; integration is still acceptable, given the positive nature and 
the role of the Muslim Umma.122 
 
b) Qaradâwî  
Yusuf al-Qaradâwî also studied at Al-Azhar University and in 1997 he founded the European 
Council for Fatwa and Research [ECFR] for the purpose of providing Muslim minorities in 
 
113 Qur’ân 60:8-9. 
114‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 14. 
115 Although there have been arguments that this verse has been abrogated, the majority of interpretations argue otherwise 
that this verse applies to all non-muslims who didn’t antagonize muslims or show hostility to their religion declare war 
against them. See, Qurtuby’s Al Jami’ li Ahkam Al Qur’ân, available at: 
http://www.islamweb.net/newlibrary/display_book.php?flag=1&bk_no=48&surano=60&ayano=8 (Last visited Jan 12, 2011). 
116 Id. 
117 Qur’ân 3:110 
118‘ALWÂNÎ, supra note 8, at 14. 
119 Id. at 15. 
120 For instance, check his example of political participation mentioned earlier.  
121 TÂHA JÂBIR AL-‘ALWÂNÎ, Natharat Ta’sisiyya Fi Fiqh Al-Aqalyyat, available at: http://islamselect.net/mat/59471 (Last visited 
Feb. 2, 2012). 
122‘ALWÂNÎ cites Ibn Taymiya in establishing this principle where the latter mentions that “Muslims are required to do their 
best to cope with the situation. Those who assume office with the intention of pleasing God and serving the objectives of 
Islam and the interests of the people to the best of their ability, and who try their best to prevent wrong-doing, will not be 
penalized for what they could not achieve. It is far better that food people are in office tan bad ones.” 
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Europe with Islamic legal guidance.123 It was not until later in the last decade that the ECFR, 
eventually, adopted Fiqh of minorities as its general policy. Qaradâwî realizes that Muslim 
minorities are part of the Muslim Umma on one hand and of their current community on the 
other. He stresses the importance of balancing these two aspects of a Muslim’s belonging and 
identity and that Fiqh of minorities should consider them while exploring Muslim minorities’ 
issues.124 Furthermore, he distinguishes between different connotations–faith, geographic, 
political and social–of the concept of Umma in his analysis to the definition, all of which has 
different impact on the idea of citizenship. For Qaradâwî, Umma does not contradict with 
having multiple loyalties, belongings and identities. On the other side, the concept of 
citizenship itself is a neutral concept that carries no ideological significance whether religious 
or secular; it is a flexible notion that is shaped and adapted based on preference and need.125 
For Qaradâwî, though the concept of citizenship is new, it was recognized by the prophet in 
the Madina statement–the constitution of the first Islamic state–that recognized residents who 
belonged to different religions and tribes. The philosophy of the Madina statement was based 
on peaceful coexistence and mutual support among the citizens of this state regardless of their 
differences.126 The only bond among them was their loyalty to their state which responds to the 
previous definition of citizenship as a “voluntary bond joined within national horizons and 
ruled by a constitution”.127 Qaradâwî builds on the issue of citizenship and integration by 
establishing for the necessity of Muslim presence in non-Muslim communities. The reasons for 
such presence are classified into three main categories: the universalistic nature of the message 
of the Islamic Umma; supporting and empowering Muslim minorities in such countries 
through allowing them to live a proper Islamic life, preserving their identity, and guiding them 
through interaction and integration; and participating in the development of humankind in 
general and their community specifically through educating Muslim minorities on their rights 
and freedoms as well as on their duties.128 Moreover, for Qaradâwî, the term “Islamic state” 
does not mean it includes those who belong to the Islamic faith only, rather it reflects the 
majority and legal system.129 Thus, Qaradâwî refutes the dichotomy of Dâr al-islâm and Dâr al-
harb and prefers the notion “out of Dâr al-islâm.”130  
Qaradâwî posits that it is currently impossible to undo the Islamic presence in the West as 
Muslims have been involved in all aspects of life, political, economic and social. However, 
when it comes to their identity, he stresses that the concept of integration entails the values of 
diversity and exchange that lead to enriching the society.131 The idea of citizenship allows for a 
Muslim a peaceful coexistence with the Western community. It also entails having the same 
rights and duties of other individuals in the community–which adds to the ideas of 
empowering Muslim minorities as well as making positive contribution. The first generation 
Muslim immigrants, Qaradâwî argues, show more attachment to their countries of origin. 
Thus, the ECFR has always urged Muslim minorities for integration. In fact it has called it an 
obligation for Muslim minorities to positively integrate and interact with their community. 
Furthermore, they have to strive for the service and the development of their communities 
while preserving their faith, values and moral system that are core to their Islamic belief 
system. Only through preserving the proper identity, can Muslim minorities integrate and 
 
123 FISHMAN, supra note 1. 
124 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 34. 
125 Id. at 47. 
126 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 7, at 25. 
127 MARCH, supra note 94, at 81.  
128 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 35-37. 
129 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 7, at 32. 
130 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 35. 
131 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 7, at 83. 
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contribute positively in the Western communities. Qaradâwî calls this vision the tough 
equation: commitment without isolation, integration without assimilation.132 
 
c) Najjâr 
Abd al-Majîd al-Najjâr is a Tunisian scholar and another graduate of Al-Azhar University, who 
is also a member of the ECFR. In the introduction to his book “Fiqh of citizenship”, he denotes 
that the role of contemporary verdict is to preserve the Islamic identity of the Muslim presence 
in the West on one side, and to turn this presence into a role model to all people which will 
also, hopefully, lead to resolving European local issues and participate in the development of 
these communities on the other. The latter vision turns Muslim minorities into contributors 
and not mere consumers. Like ’Alwânî and Qaradâwî, Najjâr emphasizes the permanent 
nature of Muslim minorities that Fiqh of minorities strives to preserve.133 Moreover, he 
identifies the role of Fiqh of minorities as a legal framework that responds to issues in front of 
Muslim minorities as “citizens” and members of a Western community and not just as 
Muslims. While initially, Muslim immigrants had short-term objectives that centered mainly 
on economic, social and political realms, with time they have evolved into the long-term 
objective of settlement or Tawtîn. Fiqh of minorities, in Najjâr‘s view, is an adequate tool to 
respond to the permanent presence of Muslim minorities and answers philosophical questions 
such as their role in the West in light of their settlement project.134  
He introduces the concept of civilizational partnership between Muslims and non-Muslims 
where both cooperate to contribute to and promote their own society. The logic of this concept 
entails that, given the current quantitative and qualitative existence of Muslims as a minority–
especially those who have become full citizens, in non-Muslim countries, that requires a 
fundamental change in their role in the community. The basic argument here is that while the 
Muslim existence in non-Muslim communities–especially the West–can be of benefit 
specifically in the areas of science and administration for instance, such presence, at the same 
time can contribute to the promotion of the community culture in areas such as family 
cohesion and violence.135 That is to say, this argument opposes the theory of the clash of 
civilization136 and creates a culture of dialogue and common contribution. Such “cultural 
partnership” plays, arguably, a pivotal role in the positive integration of Muslim minorities.137 
Cultural partnership becomes an objective for Muslim minorities it will lead eventually to 
integration whereby Muslims have to be interactive actors in the community in order to add 
value.138  
The core of the civilizational partnership reflects the essence of the modern concept of social 
contract which requires agreeing on working in the community’s best interest.139 Such a social 
contract is the practical interpretation of both: loyalty and citizenship. Najjâr finds for the latter 
an Islamic justification that centers on two main reasons: first, fulfilling their role as good 
citizens which is also part of the Islamic belief, regardless of the secular notion of the social 
contract; and second, and more importantly in his view, to serve as a role model which fulfills 
Muslims’ original purpose in life which is the duty of Da‘wa. His definition of Da‘wa bypasses 
 
132 Id. at 79-84. 
133 NAJJÂR, supra note 17, at 5. 
134 Id. at 24. 
135 See generally, id. 
136 For more information, see, SAMUEL HUNTINGTON, The Clash of Civilizations, available at:  
http://www.polsci.wvu.edu/faculty/hauser/PS103/Readings/HuntingtonClashOfCivilizationsForAffSummer93.pdf (Last 
visited May 12, 2012). 
137 See, QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48 at 188-191 (he mentioned proposed solutions suggested by Abdul Sattar Abu Ghodda for 
the mortgage issue in the Muslim countries. Many of these solutions could be adapted to the economic system to overcome 
the side effects of the interest-based systems). 
138 NAJJÂR, supra note 17, at 42. 
139 Id. at 25. 
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the direct preaching that aims at converting non-Muslims to Islam. Rather he calls it Da‘wa Li-
mâ Fih Maslaha or the call and working for what leads to benefit or public interest.140 Thus, 
Najjâr views the role of Fiqh of minorities as facilitating living an Islamic life in a non-Islamic-
rule context, and to interacting with their community positively guided by their Islamic 
identity. Such interaction would lead eventually to the development of this community 
especially through offering ethical, cultural and spiritual Islamic values, which is an essential 
dimension of the concept of Da‘wa which he proposes.141 
The concept of civilizational partnership, introduced by Najjâr, in addition to emphasizing on 
the idea of social contract, bases foundations for both: citizenship and integration. At first he 
provides evidence for the nature of the relationship that should take place between Muslims 
and non-Muslims by citing two Qur’ânic verses: 
 
O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you into nations and 
tribes, that you may know one another. . .142 
Thus We have made you [true Muslims - real believers of Islamic Monotheism, true followers of 
Prophet Muhammad and his Sunnah–legal ways–], a Wasat–just––and the best–nation, that you 
be witnesses over mankind and the Messenger–Muhammad–be a witness over you.143 
 
The first verse responds to the nature of the relationship between Muslims and non-Muslims 
which is based on knowing one another and interacting. The speech in this verse is directed to 
all humankind, and not just Muslims. The second verse mentions Shahâda. To Najjâr, Shahâda is 
the core of Da‘wa, where Muslims have to deliver their message of good and benefit–whether 
moral or physical, to all humankind. This also entails cooperation with all people, whether 
Muslims or non-Muslims, on what is common interest and good, and to unite and fight, 
whether with Muslims or non-Muslims, against evil.144 The latter is the essence of definition of 
positive integration: cooperation and interaction to fulfill the mutual interest of the 
community.145 
 
d) Bin Bayya  
Abdulla Bin Bayya is a Mauritanian scholar currently teaching at King Faysal University in 
Saudi Arabia. He has not theorized as much as the previous scholars concerning the reasons 
behind Muslims presence in non-Muslim countries. Rather he deals with it as the status-quo 
where “Muslim minorities face strong challenges on an individual level as they try to lead an 
Islamic life among an environment that adopts a materialistic philosophy,”146 thus a special 
Fiqh is needed to respond to their special circumstances. He identifies four main objectives. The 
first is called the general objective and protecting the religious life of Muslim minorities; the 
second is the propagation of the message of Islam, “leading to a gradual establishment of Islam 
in the communities where they live”; the third is establishing rules of coexistence with non-
Muslims; the last is moving from an individual to collective stage in Fiqh rules when dealing 
with issues of Muslim minorities.147 Unlike the previous scholars, Bin Bayya shares a narrow 
view of the concept of Da‘wa. He confines only converting other non-Muslims. However, 
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similar to the previous scholars, Bin Bayya is concerned with both preserving the identity and 
establishing bases for a healthy Muslim interaction with the community. 
 
e) Ramadan 
Tariq Ramadan is a Swiss Islamic intellectual and preacher. Though his family is originally 
from Egypt, he was born in Switzerland where he lived his entire life. Currently, he is 
Professor of Contemporary Islamic Studies at Oxford University.148 Unlike the others, he is not 
a Fiqh scholar. That is why he does not delve into the theory of Fiqh of minorities. Rather his 
arguments center on Muslim identity in the West and how Islamic Fiqh can serve it.  
In his book: Western Muslims and the Future of Europe, Ramadan talks about “Western Muslims” 
and not “Muslim minorities in the west”. He promotes a new Muslim identity arguing that 
contemporary Muslims are succeeding in finding harmony between their faith and their 
Western context. His goal is to create an independent Western Islam anchored not in the 
traditions of Islamic countries, but in the reality of the West.149 This is where his connection 
with Fiqh of minorities begins as he supports a “fresh reading of Islamic sources, interpreting 
them for a Western context and demonstrating how a new understanding of universal Islamic 
principles can open the door to integration into Western societies.”150 He, however, challenges 
the term “Fiqh of minorities” and believes it should be rethought because, in his view, Muslims 
should not think of themselves as a minority, but rather as citizens and partners in their own 
society.151  
He challenges three main misconceptions or “staging posts” with regards to the Muslim 
presence in the West: the dualist approach, minority mindset and thinking, and the integration 
in the sense of adaptation. The dualist approach refers to the idea that Muslims continue to 
perceive themselves as “the other” which will naturally end with Fiqh al-Rukhas–Fiqh of 
licenses–that consolidates the temporary nature of the Muslim presence in such 
communities.152 He even criticizes Qaradâwî’s conception of dealing with Western societies as 
“other societies” because the normal place for Muslims is the Muslim-majority societies. He 
believes that Sharî‘a teaches Muslims to integrate anything that is not contradict its core. This, 
for him, includes all dimensions of life–legal, social, and cultural, which Muslims should 
consider their own.153 
He redefines the role of the Umma to reflect the “universal message of Islam directed to human 
intelligence toward the quest for justice.”154 Western Muslims, thus, can benefit from the new 
framework of Fiqh of minorities–regardless of his disagreement with some of its premises. 
Muslims share the duty of studying their society and to working for justice and against any 
form of injustice with their fellow citizens.155 
Ramadan links the idea of loyalty and Umma in a unique way. The value of monotheism in 
Islam gives rise to a specific way of life and interprets every action in a common way. This 
perception is the heart of Muslims’ sense of belonging to the Umma.156 Muslims ultimate 
loyalty belongs to God, not countries or ideologies; therefore, they should be models of 
honesty, justice and loyalty.157 Given that contracts–in this case Ramadan refers specifically to 
social contracts–determine one’s status, rights and duties and guides his or her interaction, 
 
148 For more information in Tariq Ramadan, See, http://www.tariqramadan.com/Elements-de-biographie,014.html?lang=fr 
(Last visited May 12, 2012). 
149 TARIQ RAMADAN, Western Muslims and the Future of Islam 3, (Oxford University press)(2004). 
150 Id. 
151 Id. at 82. 
152 Id. at 68. 
153 Id. at 68-69. 
154 Id. at 176. 
155 Id. at 177-178. 
156 Id. at 101. 
157 Id. at 107. 
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Muslims do not have the right to break such a contract unilaterally. Thus, loyalty has no 
exceptions, because to be a Muslim means to be entrusted with a pledge–Amâna.158 Thus, if a 
clear conflict of terms of reference between Sharî‘a and Western secular law occurs, “a specific 
study should be carried out by Muslim jurists to determine, by formulating a legal opinion–
Verdict–. . . that might provide the Muslim with a satisfying solution, both as a practicing 
believer and as a resident and/or citizen.”159 
Thus, Ramadan sees no contradiction between being a Muslim and having loyalty to Umma on 
the one side and being a European and having loyalty to your country on the other since 
loyalty should not be to an Islamic culture that is affiliated to an Islamic nation. That is why he 
encourages building an independent Islamic European culture and identity. However, not to 
undermine the influence and the importance of the Islamic Umma, Tariq Ramadan posits that 
one of the advantages of such integration is empowering Muslim minorities all over the world. 
 
4. Concluding remarks: Umma, integration, and Fiqh of minorities 
After reviewing different contributions on how Fiqh of minorities responds to the issues of 
citizenship and integration, we note the following: 
First, the need for a special case for the existence of Muslims as a minority has to be framed in a 
wider collective and more cultural way. It cannot be limited only to religious rituals; rather, it 
supersedes this one dimension of the Islamic belief system to embrace all sorts of social, 
political and economic interactions, whether among Muslims themselves or between Muslims 
and non-Muslims in the same community. Nadia Mustafa argues that the issues facing Muslim 
minorities, especially in the West, can be traced back to the following three dimensions: the 
relationship between Islam and secularism, the relation between Sharî‘a and national 
legislations, and the issue of dual loyalty–religion, civilization and/or culture versus national 
and civil allegiance.160 She contends, that socio-political issues remain the most important 
compared to other religio-cultural factors.161 She summarizes the main issue in the question of 
the position of religion between citizenship and identity,162 culminating in the role of Fiqh of 
minorities. 
Second, the objectives common among all mentioned scholars of Fiqh of minorities are: to 
protect the Muslim identity and religious practices; to recognize and become involved in the 
Western legal and social system as full citizens with rights and duties; and to serve as a role 
model that fulfills the core of the Islamic message of the Umma. Thus, the real question Fiqh of 
minorities advocates are concerned with is not whether Muslim minorities should integrate or 
not. Rather, it is how they should integrate and what the necessary conditions required for a 
positive integration that is beneficial for both the Muslim and his or her community are. In 
other words, this Fiqh, while attempting to accomplish the mission of integration and 
preserving the Muslim identity, treats the Muslim not only as a Muslim with religious 
ritualistic obligations, but also as a member in a society and, more importantly, as a law 
abiding citizen in a modern society with rights and obligations.  
Third, in its principles and methodology, Fiqh of minorities is designed to respond to the issue 
of Muslim minorities’ integration in a non-Muslim community, which is why it requires the 
scholar to master the knowledge of the actual circumstances and factors facing Muslim 
minorities. However, one is to question the relation between the success of such Fiqh, in 
practice, and the numbers of Muslims welcoming the concept of this Fiqh.  
 
158 Id. at 107-108. 
159 Id. at 110-111. 
160 MUSTAFA, supra note 16, at 41. 
161 Id. at 51. 
162 Id. 
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The final chapter applies the previous theory and aspirations of Fiqh of minorities' advocates 
regarding the role such Fiqh can play in the process of integration to two case studies: interest-
based Mortgage and Islâm al-zawja. 
 
V. Fiqh of Minorities in Application 
This chapter applies the theories and aspirations of different Fiqh of minorities’ scholars 
articulated in chapters two and three to reality and measures their validity. The focus will be 
on two case studies: Islâm al-zawja and interest-based mortgage. 
 
1. Islâm al-zawja 
The widespread modern rule regarding the conversion of the wife to Islam while her husband 
is still a non-Muslim–the case known in Fiqh as Islâm al-zawja–is clear. The modern legal 
opinion on interfaith marriage states that “Interfaith marriages are prohibited, except in the 
case of a Muslim male marrying a scriptural female–Kitâbiyyah.”163 Despite different 
articulations and criticisms of this rule, our concern here is not the validity or the basis of this 
rule; rather, it is how Fiqh of minorities–given its principles and objectives, deals with the issue 
of Islâm al-zawja and whether it has a significant impact on integration.164  
While most Islamic schools agree that a Muslim wife cannot remain married to a non-Muslim 
husband, Fiqh of minorities scholars like Qaradâwî addresse the issue in a broader manner 
while introducing this Fiqh. Though similar efforts, like the ECFR verdict, have tried to suggest 
alternatives, most of them have treated the issue as an exception, or an attempt to get a license. 
This is a fundamental difference with Fiqh of minorities that bypasses the mere individual 
verdict for a standard framework comprising clear principles and objectives. In other words, 
Fiqh of minorities is not just concerned with what the final verdict is but rather how and why this 
verdict was reached, which is, arguably, determined largely by this Fiqh’s philosophy of the 
importance of integration.  
The ECFR periodical–al-Majalla al-Ilmiyya–announced in one of its issues, dedicated 
particularly to the case of Islâm al-zawja, that due to the different opinions on this matter, it 
could not reach one definite verdict. Instead, it stated the majority opinion while mentioning 
the opposing ones as well. The final verdict was that the wife is not allowed to stay with her 
husband after the three months of Iddah–her waiting period after divorce–and even if they do 
not divorce they must be separated. Thus, there are no marital rights and obligations on the 
wife’s side. The verdict concludes by noting some scholarly opinions which allow full marriage 
with full rights and obligations including sexual relationship under the condition that it does 
not harm or affect her faith and that she strives for his conversion no matter how long it takes. 
That is, not to push females away from converting. 
In the same issue of Al Majalla al Ilmiyya, the first article by Joudai, explores whether the 
objectives of the Islamic faith–given the context and the reasons, are accomplished by 
separating a wife from her family and husband and reaches a similar conclusion as Qaradâwî’s 
seen later: the act of conversion gives the woman the option and not the obligation to ask for 
separation.165 The second article by Zoubair proposes that though the standard rule is 
separation there are conditions–like the wife’s insistence on staying with her husband, 
preserving her faith and so forth. Under such conditions if fulfilled, the marriage is permitted 
 
163 GIANLUCA PAOLO PAROLIN, Interfaith Marriage and Muslim Communities in Scotland: A Hybrid Legal Solution? 1, (HKU 
Diversity Conference, April 2011). 
164 Id. at 10. 
165 See generally, ABDULLA IBN AL-JOUDAI, Islam Al Mar’aa Wa Baqaa’ Zawjaha Ala Deeneh [The conversion of the woman 
withouther husband], AL Majalla Al Ilmiyya Lil Majlis Al Orubbi Lil Ifta’ [the scientific Magazine of ECFR], Jan. 2003, at 13-
197. 
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to be sustained.166 The third article by Faisal reaches the conclusion of separation as well; the 
only case where temporary marital rights and obligations are sustained is during the period 
between the termination of the marriage contract and the actual divorce. Given that the process 
may take a significant period of time, sexual and marital needs, thus, lie under the category of 
Darûra.167 The fourth article by Fares, on the contrary, criticizes any argument that promotes 
sustaining the marriage. In his opinion, the case here is the annulment of both physical 
separation as well as contractual divorce.168 The fifth article by Kouddous states that though 
there is a consensus on the principle of separation, there is a lack of consensus when it comes to 
when exactly separation takes place, and what the form of such separation is–just physical or 
contractual as well. He concludes that it is a termination of the contract after the three months 
of Iddah and that the wife should seek termination even through court.169 
With the exception of Faisal who to some extent considers reality and the resulting Darûra of 
the physical needs, the rest of the opinions here are separated from the demands of reality and 
are very much immersed in jurisprudential discourse. Even when Joudai refers to objectives of 
Sharî‘a, he does not identify clearly those objectives and their relation to the reality of Muslim 
minorities. Their opinions are mostly quoting and seeking evidence in classical jurisprudential 
opinions with no original Ijtihâd whatsoever. By examining how Fiqh of minorities’ scholars 
perceive the case of Islâm al-zawja, this section identifies how the latter Fiqh proposes real Ijtihâd 
that, more importantly, truly considers Muslim minorities’ situation.  
Qaradâwî–as one of the advocates of Fiqh of minorities–points out that many women might be 
willing to convert but the separation rule hinders them. He starts his argument by mentioning 
nine opinions found in the traditional Fiqh, articulated namely by Ibn al-Qayyim,170 regarding 
the matter of Islâm al-zâwja.171 The first five opinions call for the immediate or the eventual 
separation between spouses. While the second group of opinions, which will be discussed, 
favor the maintenance of the marriage contract. The sixth opinion confirms that the woman has 
the choice of waiting and hoping for her husband’s conversion even if it takes years–based on 
the narrative of Umar who gave a converting woman the choice of staying with or leaving her 
still-Christian husband.172 This was the opinion favored and adopted by Ibn al-Qayyim. The 
seventh opinion, establishes the principle that husband, even if non-Muslim, is more worthy of 
his wife, condition that she does not leave her home country and performed Hijra–based on 
Ali’s narrative. The eighth opinion proclaims that the marriage contract is maintained as long 
as they were not separated by the Imâm or the judge. The final opinion provides that she 
continues to be his wife with all rights and duties except for the sexual relationship. 
Qaradâwî criticizes Ibn al-Qayyim for not considering the whole nine opinions while focusing 
on and adopting the sixth opinion where a woman can stay with her husband, wait and strive 
for his conversion but with no sexual relationship.173 Qaradâwî denotes a significant practical 
problem with such an opinion: the physical needs. That is why he turns to reconsidering and 
reinterpreting the Qur’ânic text while consolidating it with the seventh opinion of Ali. In his 
analysis, the verse is directed to Muslim women who have converted, left their husbands and 
 
166 ABDULLA ZOUBAIR SALEH, Hokm Baqaa’ Man Aslamat Ma’a Zawjaha Alathi Lam yoslem [The verdict on the woman who 
converts while her husband does not], AL Majalla Al Ilmiyya Lil Majlis Al Orubbi Lil Ifta’ [The Scientific Magazine of ECFR], 
Jan. 2003, at 207-242. 
167 FAYSAL MAWLAWY, Islam Al Mar’aa Wa Baqaa’ Zawjaha Ala Deeneh [ the conversion of the woman withouther husband], AL 
Majalla Al Ilmiyya Lil Majlis Al Orubbi Lil Ifta’ [The scientific Magazine of ECFR], Jan. 2003, at 243-308. 
168 MOHAMED ABDUL QADIR ABU FARIS, Athar Islam Ahad Al tarafayn Fil Nikah, [The impact of the conversion of one spuse 
on the marriage], AL Majalla Al Ilmiyya Lil Majlis Al Orubbi Lil Ifta’ [The scientific Magazine of ECFR], Jan. 2003, at 309-401. 
169 NEHAT ABDUL KOUDDOUS, Islam Al Mar’aa Wa Baqaa’ Zawjaha Ala Deeneh [The conversion of the woman withouther 
husband], AL Majalla Al Ilmiyya Lil Majlis Al Orubbi Lil Ifta’ [the scientific Magazine of ECFR], Jan. 2003, at 409- 420. 
170 For more information on Ibn al-Qayyim, See, http://www.ibnalqayem.com/ (Last visited May 12, 2012). 
171 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 108-120. 
172 Id. at 118. 
173 Id. at 119-120. 
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performed Hijra. The order here is for Muslims not to return them–the newly Muslim women–
to their non-Muslim husbands in this particular case. He adds another condition; by examining 
the context of this verse it was meant in the period when the husbands were from a group of 
people explicitly at war with Muslims.174 Recalling the need of new converts to stay with their 
husbands and families in non-Muslim environments, especially if they are hoping for their 
conversion, Qaradâwî infers that it is possible that ‘Alî based his opinion on such a rationale 
and perspective to the verse. He also responds to the opinions that call for strict immediate 
separation by stating that the evidence from Qur’ân and Sunna were taken out of context and 
misinterpreted. Such opinions, in his view, are against the narratives as they were not adopted 
by the Prophet’s companions.175 Thus, noting how Qaradâwî developed his argument and 
based on his classification, this case reflects as both selective and creative Ijtihâd. 
Qaradâwî concludes by highlighting three considerate opinions on which scholars and Muftîs 
can rely on to respond to the issue of Islâm al-zawja in a non-Muslim community in order to 
overcome the resulting social dilemmas. The first is that of ‘Alî who stated that the husband 
enjoys protection and, thus, the advantage of keeping her since she is originally his wife under 
the condition that she does not leave her town or place of residence–and does not migrate 
whether to Dâr al-islâm or other. The second opinion is Umar’s where he asserts that when 
women convert the judge either terminates directly or not, giving the women the opportunity 
to choose between staying with her husband or terminating the marriage. The final opinion is 
al-Zahry’s whereby the marriage continues as long as there is no verdict or judgment that 
separates them. Unlike the known case where a Muslim man is only allowed to marry a 
scriptural woman, in the case of Islâm al-zawja, scholars consider the marriage of a Muslim–
converting–woman from a non-Muslim man in general, whether scriptural or not. This 
evidence is found in different narratives used by scholars like that of Umar, ‘Alî and Zainab the 
daughter of Muhammad himself who was married to a “non-scriptural” non-Muslim.176 
However, this is not to be confused with marriage to a communist or an apostate–even if 
legally a Muslim. While Qaradâwî’s verdict is clear on the prohibition of marrying the latter in 
the first place, one might wonder whether Islâm al-zawja verdict includes maintaining the 
marriage contract with a communist or an apostate husband, who, according to Qaradâwî’s 
verdict should be penalized.177 
Qaradâwî concludes his argument with several points. First, there is no definite text, nor is 
there a consensus that addresses this issue clearly. Second, the mere act of conversion though 
allowing annulment does not entail the automatic annulment of the marriage. Finally, 
Qaradâwî bypasses Ibn al-Qayyim’s favored opinion, which although does not call for 
separation, bars the physical marital relationship. His interpretation of the Qur’ânic text 
concludes that the marriage contract and its entailed marital rights can be maintained. This 
includes the sexual relationship since it is a necessity for good companionship between 
spouses–a fundamental value in Islamic philosophy, given that she can preserve her faith and 
practice. The act of conversion, thus, merely turns the contract from binding to optional. 
Qaradâwî contends that such case can be generalized on Muslims all over the world; however, 
he stresses that Muslim minorities deserve it more given their circumstances.178 On the 
contrary, Ahmad al-Rawi, chairman of the Union of Islamic Organizations in Europe, strictly 
limits this verdict to the European context where “the woman is respected and this is 
crucial.”179 ‘Alwânî provides an interesting point of view on the objectives of Sharî‘a. He notes 
 
174 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 124. 
175 Id. at 118-124.  
176 Id. 
177 Refer to his verdict on the marriage of a Muslim woman from a communist, QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 89. 
178 Personal interview with sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradâwî , Cairo (Jan. 23, 2012) [hereinafter Qaradâwî interview]. 
179 FISHMAN, supra note 2, at 12. 
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that one of the fundamental purposes of Islam is I‘mâr or construction.180 If we prevent a 
woman from staying with her husband after her conversion, Islam would contradict the 
concept of construction and nurturing in Islam. Rather, in such cases, Islam would be the direct 
reason for a family collapse.181 Moreover, by valuing the importance of the family by a wife 
staying with her husband, Fiqh of minorities does not only value the principles of Taysîr and 
responds to reality when it comes to Muslim minorities and the ideal nature of relationship 
with non-Muslims, it also considers the social interest represented in preserving the family 
unit, which signifies an important Islamic value. This idea relates directly to Najjâr’s concept of 
cultural partnership and how Muslims should positively contribute to their community.  
The next case requires more creativity when it comes to Ijtihâd due to the lack of both: sufficient 
evidence from inherited tradition and explicit rules in the text. 
 
2. interest-based mortgage 
The general rule is that Ribâ or usury is forbidden–Harâm–based on evidence from Qur’ân, 
Sunna, and the Islamic scholar’s consensus. Ribâ, as defined in the encyclopedia of Islam, 
literally means “increase” and is technically used by Islamic scholars to reflect “any unjustified 
increase of capital for which no compensation is given.”182 Such definition, according to many 
scholars, applies to the interest-based mortgage.183 For instance, the Islamic research academy 
reached the verdict that any interest on any type of loan is considered prohibited Ribâ  
regardless of the amount or any categorization attempt. Other institutions of higher Islamic 
status like the Academy of Muslim World League, the Second Conference of Islamic Banks and 
Organization Islamic Conference support similar legal opinions.184 
Some significant attempts, however, such as Abdul Razzâk al-Sanhûrî,185 and his contemporary 
‘Alî Gom’aa,186 have tried to draw some distinctions. For instance, Al-Sanhûrî categorizes Ribâ–
usury–into Ribâ Fadl,187 Ribâ Nasî’a,188 Ribâ Jâhiliyya,189 and Ribâ Qardh.190 Although he asserts 
that all four kinds are prohibited in Islam, one is the worst of them all–Ribâ al-Jâhiliyya–when a 
person does not pay his due after the stipulated time and the seller increases the price. This 
type resembles the modern concept of “compound interest”191 which should be utterly 
prohibited under any circumstances. Sanhûrî states that other types of Ribâ are prohibited as 
 
180 Could also mean reclamation, development and nurturing. 
181 Qaradâwî interview, supra note 178. 
182 J. SCHACHT "Ribā" Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, (P. Bearman , Th. Bianquis; , C.E. Bosworth; , E. van Donzel; and 
W.P. Heinrichs, eds.), (Brill, 2012), available at: 
http://www.brillonline.nl.library.aucegypt.edu:2048/subscriber/entry?entry=islam_COM-0918 (Last visited March 3, 2011). 
183 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 169. 
184 See generally, Fawa’id al-Bonouk Hiya al-Ribâ al-Harâm, available at: http://www.Qaradâwî.net/library/70.html (Last visited 
March 6, 2012). 
185 1895-1971 
186 See, ‘Alî Gom’aa’s verdict on Ribâ, available at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8vJcFlCmqE (Last visited Feb. 11, 2012). 
187 Ribâ al-fadl “literally [a] profit or [a]surplus obtained by exchanging or selling commodities of superior value over other 
commodities given), i.e. the form of Ribâ in which an excess or increase is paid in a direct exchange of commodities, from 
hand to hand, without any time extensions. ZIAUL HAQQI, The Nature of Ribâ al-Nasî’a and Ribâ al-Fadl, 21 Islamic Studies , 19-
38 (1982). 
188 Ribâ Nasî’a means that “Ribâ was rather in loans and credits and not in exchanges/sales. Thus it creates profit or increase 
whether it is borrowed by a producer or a consumer, used by them or not.” Id. at 31. 
189 Ribâ Jâhiliyya literally means “pre-Islamic usury, according to which if a debt was not repaid at the proper time the 
amount due was increased.” ETIENNE RENAUD, The Islamic Banks, available at: 
http://www.oikonomia.it/pages/2003/2003_febbraio/pdf/studi_1.pdf (Last visited May 12, 2012). 
190 Unlike Ribâ Jâhiliyya, Ribâ Qardh is imposed from the beginning and not after the proper time. HASSAN O. AHMAD, Shariah 
contracts in Islamic Banking and finance, available at: http://www.slideshare.net/Annie05/shariah-contracts-islamic-banking-
presentation (Last visited May 12, 2012). 
191 The difference between simple interest and compound interest is that compound interest generates interest on interest, 
whereas simple interest does not. An Introduction to the Mathematics of Money 13-43 (2007), available at: 
http://www.springerlink.com.library.aucegypt.edu:2048/content/?k=doi%3a(%2210.1007%2F978-0-387-68111-5_2%22) (Last 
visited May 12, 2012). 
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well but in terms of techniques and practices and not in principles. That is to say that other 
than Ribâ al-Jâhiliyya, that was explicitly prohibited in Qur’ân, followed by Sunna, the other 
types of Ribâ were–correctly–developed and clarified by scholars and jurists to overcome any 
potential misunderstandings. While this makes these types of Ribâ originally Harâm–
prohibited, it opens the door for license and exceptions.192 In Sanhûrî’s definition, the “need” is 
justified here by the givens of the current capitalist global economic system as well as the 
“collective” and not “individual” interests. Sanhûrî interestingly notes that the validity of 
applying any of these types of Ribâ is associated with the specific circumstances and the 
economic system. Thus if, for instance, socialism eventually prevailed as the global economic 
doctrine, the nature of the previous “need” should be reevaluated and the formerly allowed 
Ribâ might be prohibited again.193  
How different scholars measure and reinterpret the rules of Ribâ in the case of interest-based 
mortgage in non-Muslim societies and economic systems from the lens of Fiqh of minorities. 
The following covers different contributions by scholars from different backgrounds regarding 
this issue. 
 
a) Al-Haidary 
A verdict regarding borrowing money with interest for the purpose of education in a non-
Muslim country was answered by Hamad Bin Ibrahim Al-Haidary194 as follows:195 
 
Question: I am a male who lives in Sweden. My question is: whether a Muslim is allowed to borrow 
money for the purpose of education, noting that the educational system here in Sweden especially 
university, required that the borrower should return money plus interest after graduation and finding a 
job? 
Answer: A Muslim in not allowed to borrow interest money neither for education nor for any other 
purpose, whether the load is provided by the government or other entity, because this counts as Usury–
Riba, as one takes the loan in cash and returns the money more than the originally received debt. The 
previous case is the typical Ribâ that is determined unjust by Allâh. Be aware my brother that you are in 
a Land of Test–Dar Ibtila’, your need for education through such mean is a test for your faith. So if you 
choose to favor what your heart desires over Allâh’s satisfaction then you are following the road of 
seduction, which might degrade you in Judgment day. And if you favored Allâh’s satisfaction, He will 
compensate you sooner or later. “And for those who fear Allâh, He–ever–prepares a way out”,196 so fear 
God and he will reward you.197 
 
This is a case where a Muslim living in a non-Muslim country faces an interest-based economic 
system. Thus, in order for him to be involved in any economic activities whatsoever, he has to 
deal with this system. The verdict, however, came from traditional Islamic jurisprudence that 
depended mainly on the scholar’s consensus on, first, a certain rigid definition of what Ribâ or 
usury, and second, on the prohibition of usury in its different forms including interest. 
Whether the mortgage is for buying a house, a car or for education the rules and the standards 
are constant. The following explores how advocates of Fiqh of minorities, on the other hand, 
perceive and answer questions regarding interest-based mortgage in a non-Muslim system. 
 
 
192 He doesn’t use the term Darûra. 
193ʻABD AL-RAZZĀQ AḤMAD AL-SANHŪRĪ, Masạ dir al-hạqq fī al-Fiqh al-Islāmī : dirāsah muqāranah bi-al Fiqh al-Gharbī 269-
271, (The high institute for Arabic studies, Cairo) (1954-1959). 
194 Faculty member of Imâm Mohamed Bin Saud Islamic University. 
195 See, Fatwa on Interest-based bank loan for the purpose of Education, available at: 
http://www.islamport.com/d/2/ftw/1/26/2130.html (Last visited Feb. 12, 2012). 
196 Qur’ân 65:2 
197 See also, QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 165. 
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b) ECFR and SSANA 
The European council for fatwa and research–ECFR–as well as the Sharî‘a Scholars Association 
of North America [hereinafter SSANA] have issued a verdict on this regard. Both concluded 
that usury and its different forms like mortgage are prohibited in Islam and that both councils 
encourage Muslims in a non-Muslim society to promote Hâlal alternatives such as Islamic 
banking. However, if such alternatives are not currently available, “in case of need and lack of 
availability of other contracts that are Sharî‘a acceptable, people living in non-Muslim societies 
may buy their residence house on mortgage, but not commercial properties and not without 
needs.”198 The basis of this verdict go back to the rule of Darûra, that necessity allows the 
prohibited, which in turn is subject to many conditions in order to be applicable. 199 The verdict 
rationalizes that otherwise it would create a huge obstacle for Muslims living in a non-Muslim 
country given that shelter is a necessity for a decent life. Second, the opinion of Abû Hanîfa 
which states that Muslims are not responsible for changing economic and political rules in non-
Muslim countries, and their subsequent economic vulnerability which contradicts with the 
objectives of Sharî‘a.200 
 
c) ‘Alwânî 
He begins by noting how much Western economic circumstances are fundamentally different 
from Muslim countries’ economic systems. Thus such a different system should be subjected to 
a different set of jurisprudential rules. The industrial revolution had a significant impact on the 
society, thus, the jurist must be aware of the culture of mass-production that prevails in the 
advanced Western systems. ’Alwânî argues that the philosophy of usury is not found in the 
Western mentality. Interest is associated with the concept of inflation. It is unjust to borrow a 
certain amount of money and return it after a certain period of time with a lower normative 
value. Thus, the main purpose of the interest, which is correlated to the economic cycle, is to 
maintain the value of the money qualitatively and not just quantitatively. So for him the 
unlawful Ribâ in Islam is not interest by its Western definition.201 
For ’Alwânî, the role of Fiqh of minorities here is not to extract Fiqh rules and principles like 
Darûra or Maslaha to justify an originally unlawful activity. Rather, Fiqh of minorities exercises 
one of its fundamental characteristics by studying reality thoroughly and relating Sharî‘a to 
context. In such case, the rule of illegitimacy of Ribâ is non-applicable in the first place as the 
economic system is dealing with a totally different economic activity with different conditions 
and implications. 
 
d) Ramadan 
It is important to note, before we resume, that unlike the previous scholars, Ramadan is not a 
jurist, he is not a jurisprudential scholar, and thus, he does not discuss legal theory of Ribâ as 
much as providing real life alternatives. Hence, unlike ’Alwânî, Ramadan views interest as one 
form of Ribâ and is, thus, utterly unlawful–Harâm. Any economic exchange that does not reflect 
equality and simultaneity is considered Ribâ.202 In other words, any activity that increases the 
value of the good without performing any service is a form of Ribâ.203 He contends that the 
prohibition of Ribâ in the Islamic economic model has a moral dimension that values justice 
and solidarity. This same model urges, rather obliges, Muslims to search for other models that 
respect and comply with the reasons of such prohibition. “We must think of a global 
 
198FATWA ON MORTGAGE, http://monzer.kahf.com/fatawa/2000-2002/FATAWA_MORTGAGE.pdf 11 (Last visited Dec. 2, 2011). 
199 For more information on Da‘wabit (regulations) of Darûra, See AL-MIMI, supra note 10, at 476-477. 
200 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 177. 
201 ‘Alwânî interview, supra note 46. 
202 RAMADAN, supra note 140, at 200. 
203 Id. at 201. 
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alternative, and local projects must be implemented with the idea of leaving the system to the 
extent possible and not affirming it through blindness, incompetence, or laziness.”204 
Ramadan views the previous verdict of ECFR and SSANA as a short-term solution that reflects 
a temporary situation. Darûra and dealing with non-Muslim countries as Dâr al-Kufr, do not 
serve the purposes of citizenship and permanent presence of Muslim minorities. He 
emphasizes his point by elaborating on the importance of developing foundational solutions 
 
What Muslims in the West are in painful need of today is a global approach that would make it 
possible for them not only to live but also to develop a spirit of economic initiative and creativity 
capable of putting forward concrete alternatives. . . Constant ad hoc solutions and adaptations are 
methods that, as we have said, affirm the dominant system of speculation and interest more than they 
resist it. Our ethics require us to commit ourselves to an in depth and radical resistance.205 
 
His solution revolves around Western Muslims creating their own economic structure in the 
Western landscape and thus moving towards economic and financial autonomy. Thus, Fiqh ’s 
role in solving similar issues has to be “dynamic, ongoing, refined and constantly elaborative 
over the years.”206 This process of, specifically, legal integration will eventually lead to a 
comprehensive Fiqh for the West and not for minorities, that will not only supersede influences 
of majority Islamic thought, but the Western legal and legislative systems as well.207 
 
VI. Towards a Fatwa: Main Elements of Fiqh of Minorities’ 
Methodology  
From the previous discussions, different scholars view the issues of interest-based mortgage 
and Islâm al-zawja from a variety of perspectives. They provide different, and sometimes 
conflicting, solutions and legal opinions. At the same time, in the case of Islâm al-zawja, much 
hesitation on the part of scholars, especially those affiliated with the ECFR have been noticed. 
Such hesitation leads to a lack of consensus. There are two levels of disagreement that lead to 
such fragmentation. The first level has to do with the permissibility of the action in the first 
place–keeping the marriage contract or not, allowing interest-based mortgage or not. The 
second level relates to the reasons constituting the justification for the permissibility of such 
activity–whether Darûra, Maslaha, civilizational partnership or different system with different 
rules. However, in spite of all these differences such discrepancies, one can identify five main 
elements in the Fiqh of minorities’ methodology that help respond to this particular question, 
regardless of the fact that Scholars might disagree on the way they combine or prioritize these 
elements.  
In the case at hand, the first element starts by thoroughly studying the context of the matter in 
question and its prevailing dimension. So in terms of interest-based mortgage, Fiqh of 
minorities considers the advantages and the disadvantages of owning a house in a non-Muslim 
system. For instance, it counts economic advantage like the benefits of investment, which is not 
an option if they rent instead. There are also the non-economic advantages like the quality and 
the environment of the place, as well as the independence, the future security and the 
settlement that are not provided by the rent.208 It is present in the ECFR and SSANA verdict, 
but it is more obvious, particularly in ’Alwânî’s opinion. The same thing takes place with 
adopting the I‘mâr perspective and the resulting deconstruction of the family. 
 
204 Id. at 203. 
205 Id. at 206. 
206 Id. at 114. 
207 Id. 
208 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 159-160. 
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Recalling ’Alwânî’s concept of redefining the question–in the Istiftâ’ process–the second 
element is to formulate an accurate question in a proper manner that expresses the reality of 
the Muslim community there, and more importantly, that reflects the higher objectives of 
Islamic Sharî‘a. So in the case of Islâm al-zawja the question is whether a married woman 
converted before or without her husband, whether they both love and respect each other and 
they might have children. Separation in this case would be not just an obstacle to her 
conversion but rather a reason for the deconstruction of a family which is against the purposes 
of Islam. 
Similarly, in the second case at hand the main sub-questions to the general question of 
mortgage in a non-Muslim community are:209 first, whether this case fulfills the conditions of 
unlawful Ribâ; whether the contract between the individual and the bank is a pure interest-
based contract or whether it lies under the heading of a deferred sales contract where by the 
property–or any other article–is replaced with money between the contractors–since the rules 
of Ribâ apply only on virtual money where you buy money and return it back for more of its 
original value? Second, whether this interest-based mortgage fulfills the Islamic objective of 
protecting Muslims money and property? Third, whether owning a property through this 
mean is a requirement for fulfilling the fundamental Islamic rule of Maslaha or general interest 
of Muslims? Are there other reasonable and realistic economic alternatives for the process of 
buying such property?  
This very last question brings us to the third element regarding the existence of other Sharî‘a-
compliant alternatives like Islamic Murâbaha.210 Such an alternative is not always available in 
non-Muslim countries; moreover, it does not resolve the issue of property ownership as 
initially one has to  pay down payments of around 30% of the value of the property. Also 
Islamic banking does not have long-term financing for more than five years unlike the normal 
banks which might finance for up to 30 years.211 Such a dilemma represents the flip coin of a 
fundamental objective of Fiqh of minorities which is the previously discussed Darûra. It is, 
however, viewed differently by Ramadan who looks at searching for alternatives as an 
obligation. He agrees with ’Alwânî that the long-term dependence on concepts like Darûra 
challenges the core of the permanent presence of the Muslim in the West.212 
The fourth element, after other alternative cease to be available, is to search within the classic 
opinions of Fiqh itself for a foundation that allows and explains such activity, even if not 
aligned with scholarly consensus. For instance, Sheikh Mustafa al-Zarka was one of the first 
scholars who allowed interest-based mortgages in non-Muslim economic systems, given the 
appropriate conditions. He based his verdict on the logic of the Hanafî madhhab, which although 
not in accordance with the general scholarly consensus, is worth considering and responds 
better to the given needs and circumstances.213 He, however, stressed that such verdict is not 
applicable in Dâr al-islâm.214  
The opinion of Abû Hanîfa, founder of Hanafî madhhab, one of the four maḏahib–legal schools–
of Sunni Islam, that if a Muslim is allowed peacefully in Dâr al-harb, then it is permissible for 
him to interact using their own economic system, even if forbidden generally in Dâr al-islâm 
like usury. Although Abû Hanîfa allowed the taking of usury from non-Muslims and not the 
other way around, based on the principle of Maslaha–to safeguard the Islamic higher objective 
of preserving the money of Muslims, this view has been revised by the modern scholars of Fiqh 
 
209 Id. at 160-161. 
210 A Contract, whereby the seller declares the profit he made on the good sold. In Islamic finance the term is used for sales 
contracts, whereby the bank is selling against deferred payment (Bai’ Muajjal) and declared profit rate. 
211 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 158-159. 
212‘Alwânî interview, supra note 46. 
213 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 165. 
214 Id. 
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of minorities, which brings us to the fifth element of the Fiqh of minorities’ methodology.215 
Such element prevails better in the case of Islâm al-zawja. Qaradâwî, as elaborated, identified 
nine different opinions regarding the matter and eventually chose the one that responds best to 
the posed question, even if not the most popular choice among them. 
In the fifth and final element, the jurist reorganizes the facts and implications of the issue to 
identify its objectives and how it relates to the Muslim minorities context. This takes place 
when there are no previous jurisprudential opinions–a brand new incident–or to support the 
case at hand and cover it with the Fiqh of minorities philosophy of integration. The Hanafî 
madhhab’s rule, which allows taking Ribâ from non-Muslims only and prohibits giving it, was 
based on the higher Sharî‘a objective of preserving the money of the Muslims. Fiqh of minorities 
develops this idea and takes it a step forward–applying Fiqh of minorities Ijtihâd and main 
principles. Hence, in buying an essential property, taking the loan and paying the mortgage 
fulfills the objective of preserving the money of Muslims even more than taking it–taking into 
consideration the advantages mentioned in the first element. So based on the Sharî‘a principle 
that matters are to be determined by their objectives, mortgage is a better use of Muslim money 
than rent.216  
Recognizing the context from which the scholar come–Western, non-Western, hybrid and so 
forth–one can highlight certain strains of thought when looking to an issue facing Muslim 
minorities. These trends can be categorized into four main approaches or categories of scholars.  
The first category is the “literalist or traditionalist scholars” who are mostly local scholars and 
cannot be considered Fiqh of minorities’ scholars. They look at the presence of Muslim 
minorities in the West as an unsatisfactory exception where surviving the foreign system 
reflects a divine test. Thus, no compromises, adaptations or reinterpretation may be 
considered. Such thought leans towards the isolation of Muslims. A significant number of its 
promoters are from Muslim-majority countries and have not been exposed to Western or non-
Muslim communities’ experiences.  
The second category includes the “international institution scholars”, like the ECFR, who are 
mostly international scholars, most of whom are from Muslim-majority countries either 
entirely or originally. Those scholars share a concern with the issues facing Muslim minorities. 
They understand the importance of Muslim presence in the West, and are avoiding challenging 
the fundamental sources and premises of traditional Fiqh. Instead, they adopt a method of 
reinterpretation and specialized Ijtihâd based on these fundamentals. They promote the 
importance of integration; however, many of their premises and verdicts serve as a short-term 
and a temporary solution that does not necessarily respond to the essence of integration. Most 
of them, implicitly believe that the eventual normal place for Muslims to be is in an Islamic-
ruled society. Thus, their approach is based on survival reflected in the concept of Darûra 
which implies dealing with an exceptional short-term situation.  
The third category includes the “adaptational scholars”, like ’Alwânî, who are also 
international scholars and mostly have a direct experience and involvement with the west. 
Their exposure to both, the issues facing Muslims and the Western system lead to adopt an 
approach that tries to justify and explain how Muslim minorities are not particularly different 
from the rest of their community. Rather the community itself entails different context, 
different rules and, consequently, different verdicts. Thus, their work is based on attempts to fit 
Muslims within the society. Their aim is integration that fulfills the purpose of empowering 
Muslims, preserving their identity as part of the Umma message. Thus for them integration is 
mostly a means to an end. 
 
215 See, Fatawa of al-Zarka, QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48. 
216 QARADÂWÎ, supra note 48, at 167. 
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The fourth and the last category are the “partnership scholars”, like Ramadan, who were 
originally born in the West. They include intellectuals who are not necessarily legal theorists–
Fuqahâ’–so are less interested on whether, for instance, mortgage is allowed or not. They view 
Muslims as Westerners, citizens and partners in the society, not minorities. They, hence, stress 
on the importance of bypassing short-term solutions to imposing convenient solutions based 
on the system of their society. They view integration and citizenship as “inevitable” ends in 
themselves–as well as a means for other purposes of the Umma. Their approach is based on the 
desire to make one’s own society fit him or her and not the other way around. 
The two case studies examined in this paper raise some important issues. One is whether it is 
time for scholars coming from Muslim majorities to leave the floor to “Western-Muslim” 
scholars who have clear and direct exposure and comprehension of the Western society. This 
raises a question regarding the nature of impact such change would make on the end result of 
Ijtihâd when it comes to Muslim minorities jurisprudential issues. The second question is 
whether Fiqh of minorities is still a project that lacks coherence and consistency among scholars 
and needs to be developed and institutionalized on wider scales and in a manner that pushes 
the boundaries of Ijtihâd. For instance, although Qaradâwî reaches a “creative Ijtihâd” opinion 
he still feels the need to “justify” it with evidence from traditional Fiqh. This is understandable 
in this case, where evidence was available in the first place. However, concerns arise when no 
clear evidence in the tradition is found and hence an Ijtihâd that utterly depends on the texts 
and the objectives that are drawn from it is needed. The third and final question is whether 
Fiqh of minorities has to develop tools and discourses to address the receiving communities of 
the West themselves. For in dilemmas like the discrepancy between the Islamic legal system 
and the Western legal systems, in areas like perception to gender inequality for instance, 
scholars must search for common rationale and understandable explanations that deliver the 
message of cultural relativity and are valid. 
 
VII. Conclusion: 
Fiqh of minority scholars articulate the importance of the Islamic presence in non-Muslim 
societies in a unique way. Their objective is to help those who are searching for a healthy 
middle ground between being a dedicated Muslim and a loyal citizen. That is to say that, 
Muslim scholars advocating for Fiqh of minorities, are also, intentionally or unintentionally, 
advocating for the universality of the religious, cultural and developmental message of Islam, 
as well as promoting the notions of citizenship and positive integration. Thus, the real question 
Fiqh of minorities advocates are concerned with is not whether Muslim minorities should 
integrate or not. Rather, it is how they should integrate and what the necessary conditions 
required are for a positive integration that is beneficial for both the Muslim and his 
community. In other words, this Fiqh, while attempting to accomplish the mission of 
integration and preserving the Muslim identity, treats the Muslim not only as a Muslim with 
religious ritualistic obligations, but also as a member of a society and, more importantly, as a 
law abiding citizen in a modern society with rights and obligations. Such a context would turn 
integration from a mere means to an end in itself especially that Fiqh of minorities is 
“theoretically” designed to theorize for a permanent presence and the creation of a genuine 
“Western Muslim”. 
As we have noticed, different Muslim scholars view the nature and the function of Fiqh of 
minorities from different perspectives. One can note that the scholars’ different backgrounds–
Western/non-Western–impact their perceptions of the role of a Muslim in the West. On one 
side, scholars like ’Alwânî and Ramadan–adaptational and partnership scholars, who either 
lived their entire life or most of it in these Western societies, highly appreciate the intrinsic 
value of citizenship. For instance Ramadan rejects the notion “minorities” and insists on 
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Western Muslims or citizens. On the other side, Qaradâwî, Najjâr and Bin Bayya–international 
institutions scholars–view integration as a mere tool for other purposes, whether intentionally 
or unintentionally. Bin Bayya, does not even consider the concept of citizenship and still 
justifies Fiqh of minorities as a tool to respond to crucial–day to day–issues of Muslim 
minorities. Najjâr focuses on the concept of Da‘wa and being a role model for the ultimate 
purpose of propagating the religious and civilizational message of Islam. Qaradâwî, though 
calls for a permanent presence, implicitly believing that the eventual and the normal place for 
Muslims to be is where the Muslim majorities are. He, thus, still perceives Muslim minorities’ 
issues in terms of temporality–which is reflected in him using Darûra and similar concepts as a 
basis for a verdict.217 
Such variation of backgrounds, and consequently perspectives, has several implications. First, 
the nature of the solution offered within the framework of Fiqh of minorities: long-term 
solutions which reflect permanent presence perception, versus short-term solutions which 
reflect a temporary presence perception. Second, the identity and role of Muslim minorities–
promoting a “Western Muslims” identity; versus preserving the Muslim minorities’ identity 
occasionally residing in the West. On one side, the study has shown that more Western scholars 
tend to skew towards long term jurisprudential solutions as they believe in theorizing for a 
“permanent presence” of “Western Muslims”. On the other hand less Western scholars still 
theorize short-term solutions for Muslim minorities, temporarily residing in a non-Muslim 
society. Third, the latter–Western/non-Western dichotomy–is directly proportional to the 
nature of the relationship between Ijtihâd and tradition, in other words, abiding directly or 
indirectly to classic scholars’ jurisprudence. For example, one can notice the obvious gender 
inequality that highlights the methodology and Ijtihâd in case like Islâm al-zawja for instance. 
Qaradâwî contends that it is difficult for Muslim scholars to recognize legal opinions similar to 
Islâm al-zawja because it is contrary to what they have been used to and have inherited from the 
“traditional jurisprudential culture”. He, thus, encourages seeking “new” solutions while 
taking the latter into consideration to overcome the effects of this cultural influence. Ramadan 
also addresses this point by pointing out that specialists in Usûl al-Fiqh–foundations of laws 
and jurisprudence–are themselves “immersed in a cultural milieu and a society that influence 
the way they proceed . . . [which] shapes their mind and their way of looking at the Qur’ân and 
the world.”218 
Hence, one can say that Fiqh of minorities has, to a large extent but not entirely, succeeded in 
providing a new original Ijtihâd. At one level, one can trace innovation and Ijtihâd in 
encouraging women to convert through not putting them in an either-or situation, encouraging 
them to strive for their husbands’ conversion, and while considering the essentiality of both 
sexual and emotional relationships on the one side and preserving the unity of the family on 
the other. However, on another level, when it comes to the receiving community and its legal 
system, in which Muslim minorities are living and interacting, Fiqh of minorities pays less 
attention to this community’s dynamics and value system. For example, there is obvious 
gender inequality, from the Western value system perspective, that highlights the 
methodology and Ijtihâd whether of traditional Fiqh or even Fiqh of minorities. This idea of the 
discrepancies between Western and Islamic culture and value systems makes us go back to 
Qaradâwî and Ramadan’s remarks on the still-persistent predicament of challenging the 
“inherited jurisprudential culture.” 
 
217 Half of the members of the ECFR are from the European continent and half are from the Arabian Peninsula, Northern 
Africa or Northern America. This is a breach of the internal rules of the ECFR, as members not residing in Europe “must not 
constitute more than 25% of the total members of the Council at any one time.” ECFR CONSTITUTION, § 8 –5–, available at: 
http://www.euro-muslim.com/En_u_Foundation_Details.aspx?News_ID=343 (Last visited Feb. 11, 2012). 
218 RAMADAN, supra note 140, at 140. 
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The findings of this paper leave us with several thoughts. First, despite the discrepancies 
among scholars–which turn Fiqh of minorities into a means/tool or an end–it is, at the end of 
the day, a mere medium to the central notions forming integration, which are the attitudes, 
impressions and collective consciousness towards this integration that are either reflected or 
influenced by this medium. Without them, no integration is possible. Second, while Fiqh of 
minorities is designed to respond, in the general sense, to Muslim minorities’ attitudes towards 
integration, it hardly has any impact on the attitudes towards them from the receiving society. 
Finally, one is to wonder whether the amount of success of such Fiqh, in practice, is yet to be 
determined by the amount of Muslims welcoming the concept of this Fiqh. That is to say that, 
whether, in reality, the increase of Muslim minorities’ awareness and adoption of such 
methodology/perspective of Fiqh will have an eventual impact on the tendency towards a 
positive integration or not. 
At the end of the day, Fiqh of minorities’ desired impact on Muslim minorities’ integration in 
their non-Muslim societies will only be effective when the attention shifts from developing a 
Western Fiqh for Muslim minorities to developing Western Muslim scholars who will be more 
capable of developing tools and discourses to address the Western culture and value system in 
a way that fulfills the essence of the role of Fiqh of minorities especially when it comes to 
integration and the role of the Umma.  
 
